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ROSEMARY DOBSON

The Sisters
From a Series: "Untold Lives"
"Aunts" Nell and Bess, friends of the family,
Legendary peoplers of the north-west plains,
Kept the vast holding that came down to them
With four wild station-hands to fence and shear
And drench and round up, and truck into town.
A timber homestead by a spreading lake
With water-birds and willows, and two large
And laden orange-trees. Such oranges!
My cousin and I went there to stay - but when?
Bess cooked and cleaned and separated milk
Minded the animals and garden-plots.
And Nell - she drove the hands; and drove the trucks
And drove the Land-Rover, and soldered parts,
And scrubbed the weather-board verandah floors.
She took us jolting off to hunt wild pig,
Great feral animals, enormous beasts
That thundered at the truck. Nell stopped,
Took out her rifle, aimed, and shot one dead.
It twitched and kicked. I saw its small red eyes,
The coarse sharp bristles down its swollen side.
With Bert and Heck Nell tied the carcass up
And dragged and loaded it, blood on her hands.
"Don't look" my cousin said. We all drove home.
Bess spread the tea under the willow's shade
On grass beside the lake. The oranges
Hung in the sky. And Nell appeared
Along the front verandah, pail in hand.
"Nell, here's your tea." Her sister shook her head
And knelt to scrub those front verandah boards.
We watched her wring her cloth. And painfully
With roughened hands and brush she scrubbed and scrubbed
Again the well-scoured boards of yesterday.
What was this painful expiation for?
This wilful self-subduing on her knees?
The image still disturbs my memory
Of lake and water-birds and orange trees.
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1989
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JAN KEMP

To My Father, M.H.K.
My father, who at 82, three years
and twice my age, can still terrify
with an intermittent Napoleonic bark
I went white inside at as a child,
a tennis-player with an un-putaway bike
or a huntress become a forlorn rose-bed weeder,
ours the normal family sins,
now frail and thin, frets against
his uselessness when his eyes cloud up,
his breath coming in fits and starts
cleaned through an air-pump three times a day
and then on a good one, perambulates
the lawn with my mother to survey the progress
of a troop of new sweet-peas along the trellice,
Captain Kemp who wrote back from the war
thanking my aunt or grannie
for the knitted socks or fruit cake
"all the company enjoyed; life's not
much good here - I'm not grousing,
it's the same for all the chaps and we did see the Pyramids."
On the ship back home he gambled for & won
mother's diamond rings, being quick at cards
and billiards; and now, serving her sherry
on the silver platter, tells again the story
of the belly-dancer who might have been
our mother. I first heard Gershwin & Cole Porter
through the glass door, that let you peep at
sparkling mothers in strapless party dresses

6
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and Morice, hospitality itself at the piano.
Though I always wished him leather-elbowed,
tweed-jacketed and wise, with pipe and books,
he preferred obliviously burning his eartops
in the Coromandel summer sun, up-ended over
the intricacies of the outboard motor's
splutterings & how to get us up on water-skis.
Once, caught on the wrong side of the breakers
together in the boat, he knew we'd been stupid,
should not have cut so close to shore,
"we'll have to ride them through," he yelled
over the roar, "hold on!" and held a hand down
on my back, least I ricochet & the boat smash up I loved him fiercely then, proud it was just me
and not my brothers too, riding it through with him.
He would give me the other half of a first nectarine
or golden queen we'd share in the orchard
or after dinner, let me plait his hair in topknots;
took me at night to receive a childhood prize
in the provincial town's sound shell and put
his jacket round my shoulders against the cold.
And now my mother must prepare for him daily, make
soup or the filled bread rolls he likes at lunch,
while listening as she reads aloud when the mail
with our letters comes. Daily she consorts
his ups and downs, together they watch t.v.,
talk to visitors. Perhaps she wishes he was the kind
who'd read more, so books could give him
the things she knows of, in the blanks.
He says he's not afraid of dying - his dream's to be
put to sea in a boat like ours was, with
the bung-hole out and gently to sink down;
he's saddened more by growing inability
to do things on his own. So, this man, my father
is given to our family to hold close. My mother
will read him this when the next mail comes.
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JAN KEMP

The Gypsy
Suddenly before you, half-turned, she smiles
this gypsy who leads and leaves,
her insouciant anklets like an Indian dancer's first
half-heard then listened for, like a known footfall, or
searched for like the half-tum of a loved head in a crowd.
This is her, this hel she, this poetry you follow,
leaving the lovers embracing like gentle snakes coiled
on the verandah; this is her you've jetted and jettisoned
the world for, the sight of her face which comes,
an annunciation, after music and before sleep.

8
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JAN KEMP

Goddesses
for Cathy Cook
Now that we live alone, we women who do
there is much we have time for
whereas he and his
filled the interstices of our days.
Our minds were the gaps we came to
in his absences and wondered at, like
patternings of leaves on a tea-cup's side
or consulted in almanacs or were
what we thought we saw, way up there
between the tree's foliage and the sky
from where we lay below, just woken on a rug
in brief moments, active, alone, alive.
Now he is lost, dead, gone mad or daily
deliberately forgotten, because past had and
impossible to have, we must re-make our lives
and find new goddesses to get through
the day to day; a job, true friends,
little things to look forward to and
above all search that lotus
plosive in the mind
whose unfolding is in seeking
and whose pond must be still as clarity
and fearless for her to float like
a Cleopatra down a sceptred Nile
the river of her thoughts and feelings,
her rushes of memory, past her banks of pliable,
dark arability, dressed in her own images
from her own antique temples.
These, you could say are the secrets
of her millenia's entombment, as she surfaces
newly discovered, like a gold-lidded face
whose lapis eyes are seeing, can now be seen.
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1989
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WONG PHUI NAM

A Death in the Ward
They had to change old Manickam three times
yesterday morning. Sunk among the dry sheets
he began to give up on the useless match-sticks
of his legs. His people brought him
Only after they had found
they could do nothing much about his spells of retching.
All of his sixty-seven years were locked
inside his skull. Quite out of reach ...
All day I dreamt fitfully, laid out in bed.
The fluorescent lamps from their high ceiling
hurt our eyes. We were clay-skinned; great deformed caterpillars
sealed in the quiet of this public ward.
The doctor told me I was down with jaundice.
All head and squashed body,
I dreamt I rose beating moth-like against the window panes.
Is this six o'clock in the evening?
When Manickam died in the night, they had no need to be
gentle
with his body. By the reading light they stripped his bed.
It somehow crossed my mind
the contents of his stomach would be cold by the morning's
autopsy.

In those small hours I saw I too had died,
How should the body discard itself? How should the flesh let
go?
Down there outside the darkened hospital grounds
they would just be letting the truck in with the day's supplies
And I wondered how much time there was
in the stale air of this ward, of used sanitary pans in the morning
to think of the splendour of the breaking light at dawn,
of the spirit newly risen.

10
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Sour all day I thought of Manickam, of my cousin's stories
of the stories of a friend,
a Chinese electrician. Once he had to defrost a public morgue
- his vivid phrase - how it stank to high heaven!

Post-Colonial Literatures
and
Language Research Centre
School of English & Linguistics
MACQUARIE UNIVERSllY
North Ryde, NSW 2109
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WONG PHUI NAM

Cousin
I had to call to you twice
before you started; reach
into white haze to touch you,
already sunk, quiescent
in the morning effects of your medicines.
Alone at your table . . . . In the quiet
of the coffee shop it had become
the familiar dim rock from which,
after each harsh night of discomfort
and sweat, you slipped
into the obscure press
and flow of the body's processes
to drift, unmindful, in dissolution.
'Oh, it's you ... .' Awakened,
you had much of the caged, discoloured owl
about you, hurting in daylight.
'I cannot see as much
as I used to in those days . . . .'
It was as if I had come upon you
disinterred from the weight of the few past months.
All colour had been drawn
from face, from thinned out hair,
powdery at the roots;
and from the voice, that ready anger.
I could not help but sense
much that had been that fed the heart
had now been leached from you.
'Where are you attached to now?'
Within, damp ash gathering,
was now making its W'irj outward to the skin.
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You had kept to yourself too long
that dull knot in the gut
till it became engorged
and had, with its tightening hold upon you,
with large affected sections, to be excised.
Even if it had been the Lord
God himself that had his hands in . . . .
you were too much closed off by your pain,
revulsion at prune-like change
and easy befouling of unhealing flesh
to cope . . . . Closed off in tissue and in bone
from all access, each day, you said,
you sensed your end to be more fearful taking you whole up to chest and face,
tight, airless, like newly tamped-down earth.
Outside, the growing heat of morning
beat back for a while
that encroaching ring of darkness
which, behind the eye,
was caught up in its own fierce winds.
Intending little else than body's ease,
how would you,
when the haze thickened, be set? so as not to face the wrong way
and make toward the heart, the origin
of such thick banks of dust
thrown up so high, so black
as to make all light clot even that
which streamed from the clearest, the most effulgent sun.
I left you with your unbuttered breakfast toast,
your watery Milkmaid milk,
having agreed your doctors might well say
it was nothing that was more
dangerous than stomach ulcer after all.
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WONG PHUI NAM

Obit
It is as thin smoke blown in from a fire
fed from the edges of a distant field.
Word of your having died settles as haze
for an afternoon; what remains of it,
of you, in me will soon disperse with change
in the day's mood, the next turn of the wind.
Even the hunger that could not over a life-time
burn itself out in the gut will now recede;
the fine ash settling, leaves in clear air
a nothingness. Over your seventy odd years
you worked that terrible maw - a bird
forever in flight, flinging itself
into an opening void, between grey earth,
grey sky, resolved into one great devouring eye
for nothing else but the world's insufficiency
of insects, grub and grain. You were consumed
and made over into its living heat.
I wonder if, in that final morning
when the walls of your small room began to swim,
dissolve into the darkness and time itself
appeared ravenously to open up
and set itself upon you, your single eye
was not still locked on the struggling worm,
or did your very bones cry out for weariness,
for all the years that were spent on adding
to what seemed to be breaking out anew,
blue sulphurous fires that would soon sweep the heart.
As smoke blown in ... when you were told
Father had died in the night, you called out
to us from inside of your first floor window,
"Who's to pay for the funeral?" You came.
You were in time for sealing of the coffin.
You, who were so little involved, Uncle,
had managed to put it in your terms
a little of what each of us could well have said.

14
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WONG PHUI NAM

Last Days in Hospital
At first it was only the split skin
parting from excessive dryness at the heel,
showing some blood. But when the sinseh
snipped a little off the flesh
and with it, the infection, I found my self
so contracted I became the pain,
the heel bone that would soon show porcelain, or pearl but for the blood.
For a while, poultices helped - from crushed herbs,
some days, chicken mashed live under stone pestle.
These banked down the fire until an angry redness
caught on such remains as would not wash,
then bloomed, unfurled up calf and shin
to make of my thin shank
one tight congested melon, ready to give out
its soft pulp at a touch. When the skin
turned black and peeled I thought
the devil itself had clapped its mouth upon me.
Such violence upon the flesh has left me
in middle age nursing a stub,
left-over portion of a leg that for a time
would wake to its own new life, but drying now
like smoked ham, dead pink in parts
not yet going bad, it lies delicately
among the sheets. A cap of rough white
cotton clothed the severed end so that
the bone in the cover of sutured flesh and skin
would not be seen to thrust up
and show with too much nakedness
where the saw a little above the right knee
had bitten through. Like any newborn
it now and then will soil the sheets.
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So thus I lie here fearful of movement,
my mind clamorous and hourly being beaten back
into this space, walled enclosure of weathered woodboard
which, nailed to supports for a leaky roof,
defines this ward. It is a nursery of strange
and swaddled lives, newly cut and created,
having to be coaxed into quiescence by each of us in place
in this double row of steel beds behind cloth screens.
Beneath the covers, my wet underclothing
cleaves to thigh and groin, and on the bed-side
table left unopened, my dog-eared Crusoe.
Out of each unquiet night
there grows a sense that I am but remnant
cast up from another life, nothing that is wholly
man, thrown up log-like, upon the beach, this bed.
I wonder if one at least among my children
mooning at visiting hour about my bed
has not already seen me thus - being hauled In
toward the shore in the tangled long nets
with the fish. I wonder if he was not disturbed
as the mud-yellow blotched skin emerged
from the tides, then the full form, inert
and being pulled in slowly without a fight.
A touch of dying algae rises from the pillows
piled high to ease my back . . .
Image of her face was once enough to serve
as promise that I would transcend all anxiety,
all pain, all that in my life was merely trivial,
that wholly through the senses I might find
a breach in the division that stands
between a heaven and an earth. Six years
of marriage reduced her to bone and parchment
bled her of what she had been for children that she bore,
live ones and dead. I was open once more
to bait, laced with scent of younger skin, younger flesh,
I who had for her foresworn all prostitutes
all wayward, unprotected women.
Here now I lie . . . and watch myself
daily being mixed deep into body's change,
water into soft earth, becoming sludge. I may yet
labour through suppuration of the flesh,
skin's discoloration, swelling at the ankle
or the face, the mess that comes from mind
or the bowels going slack . . . and see no sign
in this travail pointing to another kind of birth.
These must be the resolution of my acts, my end.

16
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Now I am caught out at last, to be dragged pig-like
out of the wallow. I would that I may just leave,
go with all the chaos unresolved, carried within,
dreams I dare not face of the brood I will leave
untended, and unlike the others who have gone before,
hold all deep down, with it, my terror.
I must not squeal too piteously at the rough blow
from the hook as it is pulled hard against the throat
to snap me back, the terrible weight
that presses upon haunch and back to keep me down
and sure strength of hand that has in it
the sharpened knife.

Peter Lang Publishers is initiating a new series entitled

STUDIES OF WORLD LITERATURE

IN ENGLISH
The series will encompass criticism of modern English-language
literature from outside the United States, Great Britain and Ireland literature by writers from Canada, Africa, Asia, the Pacific and the
Caribbean. Submissions are invited concerning fiction, poetry, drama
and literary theory.
Enquiries should be addressed to:
Norman R. Cary
Professor of English
Department of English Language and Literature
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435
U.S.A.
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VIRGINIA BERNARD

A Valediction
When Nan died
The daughters carne and carefully dismantled
A life's accumulation.
They brewed a pot
And frowning over steaming china cups
Decided who'd have what.
Ironically, the sheet was taken off
The velvet couch, as blue as the day it arrived.
They peeled the linen from her bed
Which had carried her single through half a life.
They put them in boxes that went, I suppose
To those poorer than the dead.
Her pots, pans, wooden spoons
With which she'd baked two generations' Christmas puddings
(we'd hungrily mined for five cent pieces),
What happened to those things
Those tools of Nan's twilight years?
Breathing only sometimes
They said, "Kiss her goodbye."
And I hope she didn't hear or mind
When I said, "I can't."

18
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AMANDA GOME

In Pursuit of Anin
"Do you know where you can buy ..." The huddle of girls behind the counter fall
strangely silent, their brilliant, white mouths disappearing into the indifferent hues
of brown skin and black night.
"... milkfish!" The aggression in my voice embarrasses me. "You know milk fish.
It's on every bloody tourist brochure in the Philippines."
I stop. I'd foreseen this. Yet it's my own ill humour that really annoys me. That's
all they can hear; the emotion in my voice.
"Anin!" I call sharply. She is a few shop fronts behind drifting in that vague way
of hers. I watch her tum. She is puzzled by my tone but used to it. She floats back
and stepping up to the counter, peers at the hunks of chop suey. They are as dead
and dry as a still life.
"Aha." She stares slowly around. "Milkfish ..." She grins broadly at what she
is about to do. "This shape." Her hands are swimming through the air. The stupefied
girls break into laughter and reform.
"Over there Missi!" They drive us across the road with their cries when Anin
might already have forgotten.
Milkfish. Were we going to reenact the drama here too? It annoyed me, my own
inability to communicate. In my own country I was considered eloquent, articulate.
Yet here in Manila, even within the arms of my own language, I was rendered
speechless by the stiffness of my body ... its refusal to relax into the shapes that
signal ease, friendship ... trust.
I tum to thank them. They are laughing at me. I quell a rise of panic. Laughing
at what? Probably the wasp-waist woollen pants, black, matadorian, a statement
of fashion I belligerently wore from Tokyo. Here they are shapeless, expressionless
amongst the exclamations of pert rounded bottoms ... blue jeaned. Maybe they
are sneering at Anin's broad Australian bottom. Can they tell her hair is dyed?
I spin back ... but their smiles contain no hint of malice. Maybe they're not aimed
at me. Maybe they are as deceptive as a Japanese bow ... automatic, arresting,
only waiting a return. I begin to weave my way slowly through the streets, always
keeping Anin in sight, thinking deeply. Shouldn't they hate us - Westerners? We,
who for hundreds of years have trampled their soil and spat at their speech? We,
with our pockets full of silver and our extra dollops of fat? Now and again I pass
a sign scrawled across the wall. "OUT U.S. BASES." What does this mean? IS it
a beginning or a tired habit? Because it's here in the back streets that the Western
culture parades. It pulsates through the music, is fried in the food: it flavours the
air.
No. Not these people. Not the people of the streets anyway. They don't blame
us. They almost see us as saviours. I wave at them.
"You come tomorrow. We wait for you."
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1989
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"Yeah, yeah," I call, returning the salute. Anin and I forget the fish. She needs
no reason to wander the dawn Manila streets. Nor I to follow. She wants water
now and I want something with which to down my vitamins. We seat ourselves in
an open air cafe spilling directly onto the street. A child comes up and nudges me,
its hand outstretched. I draw my vitamin bottles from my bag and remove a C and
a multi mix. I place them in the child's hand, relaxed enough to demonstrate how
she should eat them. The child stares at me with big chocolate eyes. She slowly
drops her hand to the floor allowing the pills to slide from her fingers. Her eyes
are glued to my face. Anin laughs and leans over.
"Here you are," she says, tucking a packet of cigarettes into the undersized arm.
The child grins and runs off.
I begin to protest when a hand runs down my spine. I swing around and stare
into the heifer eyes of an ageing prostitute. Her face creaks into a smile.
"You golden hair. Very beautiful. You look like a man," she whispers. "My
boyfriend look very much like you, golden haired. Soon he sends ticket for me. Where
are you from?"
"Australia."
"Ya. I told my friends you from Australia!" Her friends, five or six other prostitutes
nod vigourously. One of them puts her face, grotesque in its make-up next to mine.
"We are all waiting too but her ticket will come first. Her man was the best. He
take her shopping one morning. He buy her that!" She fingers a well-worn dress.
"Ya. Maybe my ticket come tomorrow."
"What will you do then?" I was tempted to laugh at the spectacle of the old whore,
searching the sands for her beachboy who was probably balancing a beergut and
a few kids. He would be stunned. Some broad that he'd hung out for a week with
in downtown Manila and hadn't he paid her right? Ask his mate and shit. He was
married.
But she knew or did she? She didn't answer my question. Just kept nodding
vacantly. Ricco was the same. I meet him in the lobby trying to pick up Anin. An
artist.
"Be overseas this time next year ... a documentary ... the Germans will pay ...
they like films on the Philippines."
Again our eyes don't meet. He's too ashamed to admit he could never get a visa.
He hasn't enough money to bribe his way and if he makes it out, who will let him
in?
But why do they blame themselves? Why do they feel ashamed? We pay our bill
and leave. Two little boys are running past and in that familiar gesture used from
the depth of Mrica to the front pages of Time, they grab my arm, rub their bellies.
Before I can respond, the taller one drops my arm and lewdly feels my crotch. Then
they run off hooting and hawing. I gasp and demand to know of Anin had she
witnessed this act. Are they hungry or is this a political act. She tells me to shut
up, that I will never understand them because I think too much.
Yes! I start to walk slowly behind her. She has a point. I am at a loss. She has
travelled the breadth of the country without a scratch while pickpockets and rapists
hoe in on me as if they can smell my fear. Mter the incident my mind will desperately
try to fit everything into a system, to rationalize their action. They are poor, too
much testosterone, inadequate role models . . .
I throw back my shoulders and lengthen my stride. I am too passive. Things always
happen to me. Not like Anin. She makes things happen. I will start to act.
I run to catch up to her. I notice on approach, that a huge black man has implanted
himself within reach of her smile.
"Hey ..." he bt"~!"~
"Piss off." I grab Anin's arm.
One of his eyes stares emptily ahead, as big and glassy as a dolls.
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"I'm not addressin' you."
Before I can assert myself, the three of us are surrounded by what, in any other
country, might be a children's troupe. In Manila there is something more sinister
about the painfully thin arms trailed around our necks.
"Madame, you want boy? You like boy?" croaks a voice that bespeaks an age
not yet his. "Me pretty boy." He pats his crotch and parts his lips.
I can't help it. I smile. He is pretty. Annoyed I lean down and throw the cigarette
dangling from his tar stained fingers to the ground. Anin is giggling.
"Come on, little man. We'll see if you're man enough for me." She strings her
arms around him, tottering on her heels. A roar of approval rolls from the jammed
jeepenies as the boy staggers along under Anin's fleshy arm.
"Push arf ya shits," growls the big, black man tripping along at our heels. "Aye!
Aint yow ganna wish me a white Christmas or nothing."
"Yes ... nothing." I reply jauntily. And wished I hadn't. Another mad American
floating around the tropics.
He kicks a kid.
"I didn't ask you," he snarls.
I try to take Anin's arm and steer her onto the pavement, away from all the hands
reaching down from the jeepenies.
"Madam, madame." The small boy implores. "You think me small. No madame.
Me this long. Madame! I show you good time!"
"Anin." I've had enough. "For God's sake! Half of Manila's following you around
like a bitch on heat!"
"That's no way to address no lady."
"Madame, me cheap. Big."
"Anin!" She ignores me. I know her in this kind of mood, oblivious to everything,
being swept along in the rawness, the wet excitement. Yet it's her, not me, the faint
visions begin to haunt on the way home. It is her they wake in the night. That woman
with the kids curled up on the pavement under their wisps of ragged cloth will soon
stalk her dreams. Then, in the early hours of the morning, I have to take her in
my arms and rock her.
"We all undergo various forms of suffering." So I comfort her. How else do you
peel away the begging eyes, justify yourself?
I walk behind her for a way. I wish she wouldn't swing her buttocks to quite the
degree she does, though I have to admit it was one of the first things about her
to attract me. She claims that one of her legs is shorter than the other.
We pass a Go-Go Bar. The strains of "If you want to ride ... ride a white horse"
slowly separate themselves from the other tunes. A girl is wrapped around a pole
outside. Another stands sucking her navel into her little nut brown stomach, before
spitting it out in a scatological thrust.
It fascinates me, the sudden concealment of her belly-button under its shelf of
fat. I shake off an arm and peer around a door. On a brightly lit dance floor bikiniclad girls on stilettos, try to expend as little energy as possible in a winding disco
dance routine that they keep up all night, unless a customer request otherwise.
In the darkness below the stage is the usual contingent of whites, unrhythrnically
shuffling around like a chain gang, their faces reflecting the bloated purple of a dying
liver.
"No, I'm not going in," I assure the guard on the door. "I have no desire to swill
beer with an Australian, be insulted by a German when his boyfriend makes a pass
at me or be outbid by a Swiss over the youngest whore in the house."
"Why you come to Manila?"
"Why indeed?" I think as I continue in pursuit of Anin.
In fact I'm determined to leave for Baguio tomorrow as we've planned to do for
the last two weeks. Yet every day, when I wake her at noon with a hot, sweet tea,
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she flops for a bit, slurps her tea and fades back into sleep. It is then impossible
to wake her until dusk. 1 sit and write postcards ... Dear George ...
Ahhh Anin. 1 look through the throng of people and lights. Where is she?
1 freeze. My secret fear is to lose her ... in the middle of Manila, Baguio,
Sydney ... to lose her! What would life be like without her, by myself? 1 shoulder
my fears aside. 1 have to look after her. She's so vulnerable, so trusting ... she needs
me. 1 feel liberated as 1 remember this. And where am I? 1 shove my hands deep
into my pocket, feel for my wallet and tear up the road after her.
She is nearing the lobby of our hotel when 1 see her stop perfectly still. 1 begin
to study the poise of that stance when she rips away from my photo-freeze eyes
and starts to run. Her short legs pump at the pavement. Arms move in a frantic
rhythm of their own. My gaze jumps ahead. There's a man in a long black coat.
Sunglasses. At 6 in the morning. He holds out his arms and enfolds her. This is
life with Anin. For a minute she is gone, then she turns to me.
"Jane," she says with a flick of her hair, her eyes round and serious. "This is my
best friend from Sydney."
Sometimes the banality of her comments surprise me. 1 usually choose to interpret
them as products of an uncomplicated, unpretentious mind - the mind 1 don't have.
That 1 want. Today 1 prefer my own.
When we arrive back at the hotel 1 ask her if she would prefer 1 move to a room
of my own. She shrugs.
"If you want to."
"Well 1 don't think Pop Star plans on sharing with me."
Anin laughs softly.
"You know he thinks we are lovers."
I'm shocked. And look at her quizzically.
"Well aren't we?"
"No. We just cuddle each other. That's all."
I'm tired and confused and the shower doesn't work. That night, lying on my
back watching the cockroaches scamper around the ceiling, 1 am forced to admit
that the warm, intimate relationship, the secret pursuit of the last few months didn't
exist. Well, not in Anin's mind. And that starts me thinking . . .
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CHRISTINE GODFREY

Worlds Within Worlds
"I defined myself, and saw that my subject was not my sensibility, my
inward development, but the worlds I contained within myself ..."
V.S. Naipaul, The Enigma of Arrival

She had arrived in London in 1960 to signs saying: ROOMS TO LET - NO
COLOUREDS, NO IRISH, NO DOGS. At first Joan protested to the landladies,
"But soon I will be a British citizen." The landladies shook their heads, "Can't you
read - NO COLOUREDS the sign says. Anyway, who learnt you to speak English
so posh?"
After a while Joan Bernard stopped explaining that she'd always spoken English
and just shrugged and said. "Oh, I learnt on the P & 0 boat."
"Don't matter how posh you speak. We don't want no coloureds here."
Eventually Joan found a poky flat that no-one else wanted. By then she'd given
up saying that she was an Anglo Indian. What was the point? The English knew
so little about India. It was the same at the school where she taught. The other
teachers asked her if she left India because she was starving. The children wanted
to know if she could charm snakes. Well, at least she'd found a job. So many of
her friends told her they arrived at interviews only to be told that: "the position
had just been filled". At her interview the Headmaster congratulated Joan on her
"precise and refined" speech. She didn't ask what he expected.
He asked Joan why she left India. She tried to explain: at first when the British
left India some Anglo Indians talked of 'going home' - though they had never
been there. But for her and many others India was home.
The Headmaster gazed out the window. Joan looked around his study, ftlled with
many years of ribbons and trophies, and photos of soccer and cricket teams, school
plays and Christmas parties. Joan paused. How could he understand what it meant
to be regarded as a stranger in your own country. The Indian Government promised
Anglo Indians they would not be treated as aliens, but despite official reassurances
their lives became hedged by prejudice. The extremists who distributed pamphlets
about giving Anglo Indians the boot could be easily dismissed as "imperialists", but
then the papers and cinema news started to carry the same message. Slowly she
began to feel an odd sense of dislocation, as in a dream when you open a familiar
room only to find it empty. Everything was familiar and yet somehow altered.
The Headmaster looked back at her. He leaned forward. Joan continued. She'd
been a teacher in Calcutta before she married. When her husband died suddenly
she returned to teaching. She was ready to prove herself, knowing that classes had
changed since the days of the Raj. But no matter how hard she worked, or how
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well her students did, she was never made a senior teacher. Finally, when she
complained, the Head told her that she should have stayed in the tea gardens.
"The tea gardens - is that the English equivalent of our rose garden?" asked
the Headmaster.
Joan smiled. "Perhaps. My husband was an engineer in the DaIjeeling tea
gardens."
She didn't add details. It all seemed so unreal now: the whist drives and bridge
evenings, tennis parties and moonlight picnics. They were like guests in their own
house - with a mali for the garden, a dhobi for the washing, a cook, a sweeper
and a house boy. Their son was away at boarding school.
"I see," said the Headmaster, rising to his feet to show the interview was at an
end. "What an exotic background." He had no other questions.
So she stayed, grew used to wearing a cardigan in the summer and complained
like everyone else about the weather. She bought a maisonette, a peculiarly English
arrangement of half a house with a pocket handkerchief garden. She planted pale
watercolour crocus for the spring and showy dahlias for the autumn. She learned
to cut wafer-thin slices of roast beef and cook fat, fluffy Yorkshire puddings for
English friends.
Joan still remembered how her cook had cried when she told her that she was
leaving for England.
"The memsahib will starve - she can't cook."
"I can learn," Joan replied.
"The memsahib will die of poisoning."
"Poisoning?"
"The English eat in the street out of newspaper."
Many years later Joan still laughed when she saw the English eating fish and
chips with their faces bent over the newspaper wrapping, like horses with nosebags.
She missed her son and his wife, but they'd chosen to go to Australia. They had
two girls whom she'd never seen except in photos of them blowing out birthday
candles or frowning at the sun.
Her son had been one of the young men in the Calcutta police who patrolled
the streets during the Hindu-Muslim riots. When the British left India he was
questioned about his loyalty and accused of protecting British interests in the struggle
for independence. He received hate mail warning that his name was on a death list
of Anglo Indian policemen. He was worried about his wife. Joan tried to persuade
him to come to England with her, but he said he was tired of being caught in a
colonial tug of war.
When she was due to retire her son urged her to come to Australia for a holiday.
She went to the travel agency and came back with brochures of shocking blue skies
and immense twisted trees with sharp narrow leaves turned away from the sun. There
was a photograph of a tree with spiky red flowers that looked like brushes. She
had never seen anything like it.
She sent the photo to her son to ask what it was. He wrote back with a photo
of a "bottlebrush" from his garden.
She couldn't imagine having anything as strange and beautiful in her back garden.
And then something about the intensity of the colour shocked her into remembering
the bright berries that grew in Simla. She couldn't recall their name and as she tried
and failed to remember she realised that this was the first time she had thought
about Simla since she'd left India ...
During the war years the school where Joan taught, Entally Convent, had been
evacuated to the foothills of the Himalayas. The Hindus believed that the gods lived
in the hill. In summer it seemed natural to share this belief as she heard the cool
rush of water or the clear notes of some hand made pipe. But even in summer she
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could see across the valleys to the huge masses of ice and snow suspended in the
sky. It made the rest of Simla with its toytown houses plastered against the lower
ranges of the Himalayas seem unreal.
Winters in Simla made Joan uneasy. In the morning she saw the footprints of
wild animals - the deep wide span of bears or the delicate, triangular pads of
cheetahs. At night she could hear the howling of the wolves and in the day monkeys
swung low in the trees near the dining hall. These were not cute chimpanzees like
the ones in the Tarzan movies, but huge and muscular with fierce red rumps. The
girls giggled nervously at the red rumps, but were too afraid to linger as they dashed
from classrooms to the hall. The mali refused to cut down the trees because the
moneys were from the Sacred Temple. In winter the girls prayed to St Francis of
Assisi to protect them.
The girls were always bitterly hungry, but it was much worse at winter. They
complained to Joan about their small serves of dahl and rice - their permanent
diet. Her own serves were only slightly bigger. She complained to the nuns, who
said they must all offer up their sufferings.
Through the snow grew tempting, fat, red berries. They were poisonous. One of
the girls was too hungry to care and ate the berries. She died of lockjaw.
Joan lost her appetite. She gave away most of her dahl and rice to the girls on
her table. It didn't go very far. She allowed the girls to shake and eat the fruit from
the tamarind tree in the nuns' garden when it was time for nature walks. Mother
Superior called Joan into the office and assured her that it was not her fault, but
rather God's will. She suggested that Joan was too young for such responsibility.
She insisted that Joan take a holiday. So Joan went to visit her cousin in the
Darjeeling tea gardens, where she met her husband. She never returned to Simla.
When she'd tried to talk about her life at Simla with her husband, he would tum
his head to one side and look as if he were listening. But before she could finish
he would stop her by saying. "That's allover now. Why make yourself unhappy
by remembering the past?"
Just as she couldn't speak of Simla to her husband, so she rarely spoke of her
life in the tea gardens after her husband died. And in England, where there were
so many foreigners, it took too long to explain why she had an English name but
was dark, or why she spoke good English but came from India.

* * *
When Joan retired she found herself thinking, not of the plans she'd made the reading group, or drama club or walking tour of the Lake district but of the
lives she contained within herself. She had hardly been aware of her first life she thought she understood Anglo Indians because she was an Anglo Indian. She
thought she understood India because she'd lived there. Her second life was really
just a reaction to the first. She'd chosen to come to England because she taught
the girls at Entally Convent the names and dates of English Kings and Queens aM
read to them from Wind in the Willows or David Copperfield.
Now perhaps, Joan thought, she had been given a third life. She wanted to find
her own India, not the reported India of news stories or documentaries.
Joan began to jot down what she remembered of her days in India, asking old
friends to fill in the blanks, sifting through letters and photos for the rest. She found
a photo of a couple at a tennis party. It took her a few moments to recognize her
husband and herself. It might have been a photo of anyone of their friends - Anglo
Indians playing English games in clothes copied from English magazines, like minor
players in some colonial tableau.
But as she talked to her friends and friends of friends, her story and memory
became only one of many. What did it mean to say that Anglo Indians were neither
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English or Indian, that they had the best of both worlds or the worst of both worlds,
that they were neither one nor the other? There were only clumsy tags.
Joan began to search the history books. All she found was that in the seventeenth
century the British encouraged their men to marry Indian women and in the
twentieth century the community resulting from such marriages were classed
sometimes as English, sometimes as Indian, depending on the politics of imperialism.
Official history dismissed Anglo Indians as the silent partners of the Raj and recorded
only the big events and famous names.
There were many other histories - of Anglo Indians who engineered roads and
railways, taught and nursed in isolated towns, served the Customs, Posts and
Telegraphs, policed the streets during the frequent and sometimes violent hartals
(strikes) or curfews because they could be trusted by both Hindus and Muslims.
She would see Simla again. She would see India for herself. She would write her
story as part of the story of many others. This would not be the history of official
events, beginning with the East India Company and ending with independence, nor
the collective past of the Raj, but the story of individual lives - some heroic, some
shiftless, some open minded, some ignorant - whose voices had not yet been heard.
Then she would be free to visit Australia. This time she would not be a colonial
with something to prove or an exile with something to forget, but a traveller free
to see a country for the first time .
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ANDREW TAYLOR

Hats
Humanity is a hat-wearing
mammal
Younger though and hatless
I'd face summer with the clear eye
and empty head of a youth who thought
cancer was something that blossomed only
in hospitals, and a kiss from the fiery
tongue of the sun would guarantee
heroic bronze.
Now that my freckles
fetching perhaps once, have melted over
face, neck, shoulders and the better part
of my vulnerable skin, I find the travelling shade
of a hat more becoming - becoming in fact
an oasis in blistering streets and cooler
than the red-faced outsider with hair
bleached by the beach whose burning soles
padded through my hot adolescent sandy dreams.
If I were bald, I might have learned more adeptly
that a portable roof in rough weather's
a wise precaution, and not a ritual exercise
for hands at windy corners nor exalted
bare-faced sexism. But being well thatched
my pate overlooked my naked dependencies
granting the sun full licence to invoke
its privater, clandestine treachery.
High time then, at last, to adopt
that garment of prudence and praise
that once crowned an empire, and lift my hat
to our ancestors' subtler, shadier ways.
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ANDREW TAYLOR

Spring
Spring is a diverse country.
In movies it's invariably love
and soft focus and lots of apres winter colours
and slow motion, slow "springing" motion
as lovers, for a moment, defy gravity.
For others spring is hay fever,
the onset of a sinusitis so severe
that the chills, torments and snows of yesteryear
would be welcome relief.
Every flower
blooming innocently by the wayside
is poisonous, every perfumed breeze
carries its murderous allergens unseen
but straight to the nerve.
For me though spring is two things the fIrst basil seedlings at the market
and blossom. They come in a complex order.
In midwinter almonds blossom and I say
"Spring's here already." Then follows
- always - the bleakest, dreariest August.
Almonds are winter flowers, deceptive, subtle,
but also stirrers of hope.
After the gloom, the abysmal drops in temperature,
other blossoms come. And abruptly
plum and flowering apple take over
the garden. I leave the plum blossoms untouched
mentally decimating them into our harvest
of fruit. That's when
the fIrst basil seedlings should appear at the market.
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For weeks I've interrogated the look-alike
capsicums, pinching them for smell.
"Next weekend" she told me and though
I don't believe her I ask again today.
She hands me a punnet of pure scent,
and I cradle the puny dicotyledons
smelling already the pungent heat of summer,
recalling the last of it still stored
in the freezer, my home-made pesto.
When I get home it's dark. The appletree
flares in the streetlight, its sterile blooms
have climbed a metre in the day's heat.
Time to prune it. I hack
in the serni-dark the delicious slips
and their burden of blossom. They shake
their pink and white hail onto my hair
over my face, into my eyes. I'm blinded
by pruning and I bear my prizes inside
shaking like a bear newly wakened
to search for vases, jugs, water glasses
for the cut stems. They're fountains
vertical gardens, for three days
trees will inhabit the house.
"Oh God," you say, coming home
to my spring industry. The table's
a dissecting chamber of lopped limbs
and the floor's awash with petals (I'd meant
to sweep up before you arrived.) "Oh God"
you repeat, "it's so beautiful."
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CAROL SElTZER

Aiming for the Mouth
Trying to look alluring
I sit on the floor and read
poems, slowly sipping my vodka
to stay calmer - since he's
not my type, this handsome
run-around moody man who'd
disappear in the morning without
a hug, forgetting my slinky pants
and the jazzy music and the special
soy sauce for spinach noodles but I still try to look alluring
and smoke some herb, a quick hit
to coat the nerves: I am a siren,
sensors in my fingertips and lips
to get me laughing and talking
and offering my arms as I sit
close by, reeling, taking sips
of my drink. Aiming for my mouth
I see it dribble down the front
of my sweater: embarrassed by
my clumsy desire, but too high
to worry about it. He finally
leans over to kiss my mouth.
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CAROL SElTZER

Pain, The Good Kind
I hear her moaning
once in awhile when windows,
in my four-story building, open,
making her steady hum, then
it gets higher and I can tell
two people are together, excited,
one singing and the other
silent as I sit here
at two a.m., having exercised
and eaten, too full to move,
my hair still wet. I cut
my nails and write checks
for monthly expenses, re-read
letters to a friend in New York,
wondering if he'll visit this week,
and she get louder now,
like pain, but the good kind
I can vaguely remember, going
slowly on purpose, almost
there, working him up
to a frenzy, stunned I can
make someone wince and close
his eyes, saying,
over and over, Yes.
She's only humming as I sit
here, hoping to leave my windows
open one day, maybe even heard
by whole blocks of people.
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GRAEME WILSON

A Selection of Japanese Verse
The Wind Among Bamboos
Anything given to you needs be unusual:
I've tried to paint the wind among bamboos.
Listen. That sound among the topmost branches:
The wind, or someone weeping? Could I choose
It would be both that called you from my painting.
The ancient saw is as true of sound as of sight:
In painting a tiger, always it's the bones
That are the very devil to get right.
Hsu Wei (1521-1593)

Runaway
From kite- and eagle-strike the chick can trust
Its mother for protection. Itchy-toed,
I have left my home, I have shaken off its dust
And my heart goes trembling every inch of the road.
Fei Ssu-huang (18th century)
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JOHN McCALLUM

Irish Memories and Australian Hopes:
William Butler Yeats and Louis Esson
Louis Esson was Australia's first modem playwright. He was also a minor poet,
a journalist, critic and commentator on Australian cultural life, but he always
regarded his major task to be the creation of a distinctively Australian school of
playwriting, using distinctively Australian material. He was working, however, in
an almost total theatrical vacuum, and his thought came to be dominated by a series
of nationalist models from throughout the Western world. With hindsight it is not
surprising that he failed, but he is remembered still, for his struggle, if not for his
achievement, as a pioneer.
William Yeats was Ireland's first modem playwright. He was also of course a major
poet, critic and commentator, a cultural hero in the early years of the Irish nationalist
literary movement and a great and charismatic theatrical leader. Yeats created his
own theatre, and to do so he drew on a rich and ancient folk tradition, which he
recreated for his own ends, and also on one of the most important new European
modernist movements of his time - Symbolism. Events - political and theatrical
- overtook him, but unlike Esson he was for a time, in the theatre and cultural
politics of his country, leading the field.
In this paper I would like to tell the story of the relationship between Yeats and
Esson. The central irony of the story is that Esson's nationalism grew out of his
admiration for his Irish model and his personal devotion to the example of Yeats.
This strange combination of nationalism and reliance on overseas models is a feature
of each of the three high points of Australian theatre and drama in this century.
In the 1950s it was English and in the late 1960s and early 1970s it was American
but in the 1920s, when Esson was trying to establish his 'Pioneer Players', it was
Irish. In each case there were other influences, and in each case there was a
distinctively Australian flavour to the work, but the central irony - that Australian
theatrical nationalism has always been imported - remains.
In the story I am about to tell a further irony arises from the personality of Esson
himself. He was an internationalist by temperament, but under the charismatic
leadership of Yeats he turned his attention away from his natural interests to become
a crusading nationalist.
To parody the story slightly: Esson was a young Melbourne cosmopolitan, if you
can imagine such a thing, who travelled to Europe in 1905 in search of artistic
stimulation in the salons and cafes of Bloomsbury and Montmartre. There he met
two crazy Irish nationalists who sent him back to the bush and told him to write
about cows and sheep and mad, lonely boundary riders. Yeats had already picked
up Synge in Paris, where he was writing critical articles about French poets (as Esson
had also done) and had sent him to the Aran islands to do original work. Then
Yeats and Synge together picked up Esson, first in London and then again, after
a futile escape attempt, in Paris, and returned him to Australia to try to create a
folk theatre of the bush. Esson resisted briefly but he was a very timid man with
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a highly ambivalent attitude to his country, and to art, and to his own role as an
imaginative artist, and so he soon succumbed, developing an enthusiasm for his new
role which was to endure for the rest of his life. Fifteen years later, after the First
World War had interrupted his plans, partly by sending many of his fellow writers
back to Europe in uniform, Esson returned to the scene of his inspiration for more
detailed practical advice on how. actually to establish the company. He then went
back to Melbourne and, with his· friends, established one.
The Pioneer Players was not a success and Esson's own writing slowed and all
but stopped, perhaps in response. Yeats died in the dead of the winter, which was
of course summer over here, with all his glory on him, but Esson died, nearly five
years later, in the dead of an Australian summer, a sad and disillusioned man who
had failed, as his lifelong friend Vance Palmer put it, ever to express himself fully
in his work. It was Esson's devotion to the charismatic leadership of Yeats and to
the dramatic model of Synge and the theatrical model of the Abbey Theatre which,
more than any other single factor, caused this failure. Even in 1905 Yeats and Synge
were fighting their own battles, and their particular brand of spiritUal nationalism
was soon to provoke strong negative reactions from their audiences and their fellow
theatre-workers, and, in Yeats' case, from his beloved. They little realised, as they
gave their advice to their young visitor from the colonies, how spectacularly
inappropriate it was for Australia. No more, for that matter, did Esson, or at least,
if he did, he suppressed the realisation.
There were disguised internationalist and 'universalist' motives underlying
Australian literary nationalism in the early years of this century. Nationalism was
then an international phenomenon. In drama and theatre the contemporary
examples of America and Russia were important, as were the historical examples
of Ancient Greece, Elizabethan England, and, in the conversations between Yeats
and Esson, 18th century Venice and Robbie Burns' Scotland. Nationalist art, for
Esson and for many of his fellow writers, was seen partly as a way to international
recognition, and the key which might gain Australia admission to the great temple
of Apollo - universal art.
This was the basic problem in Esson's career. He was a writer and critic with
sophisticated taste and an interest in the advanced modernist literature of his time,
who, under the influence of his Irish mentors, turned his energies towards the
establishment of a simple folk theatre. He was a nationalist who drew his inspiration
for a distinctively Australian literature from a bewildering array of models from
overseas.
There were other conflicts which Esson never managed to resolve as Yeats resolved
his. Esson was obsessively interested in the theatre at a time when there were no
theatres in Australia performing Australian material. He was a romantic who felt
compelled to turn away from romance and occupy himself with the everyday realities
of his characters' lives. He displayed early a talent for the witty mannered comedy
which was in his time popular on the commercial stage but he turned angrily against
that style and devoted himself to forging a style of simple folk realism. As Vance
Palmer wrote, what inner contradictions he had to resolve before he wrote a lineP
Like Yeats Esson had to resolve contradictions on a personal level also. He was
a lonely, initially timid man who craved the gregarious life of the theatre. He loved
the conversation and companionship of a literary circle, and longed for the sort of
artistic community he observed in London and Paris, but he felt obliged continually
to hide himself away in the bush, seeking inspiration for his folk theatre. He was
a sceptic, a bohemian, a Wildean socialist with spiritUal yearnings which, unlike
Yeats, he never satisfied. His spiritUality was suppressed and diverted into a love
for the picturesque and the exotic and in an almost holy reverence for what he hoped
would become the great Australia Felix. This was itself suppressed and controlled
by his ruthless search for folk realism in his writing. Frank Dalby Davison called
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him a 'dweller in a Celtic twilight'2 and if that was an unfortunate place to dwell,
in Ireland during the Troubles, then it was even less appropriate in Australia in the
early decades of this century.
The fmal irony is that Esson was a nationalist who needed a heroic model and
that he didn't find one in Australia. After an initial dislike he came to have great
respect for Henry Lawson, who achieved in the short story a great deal of what
Esson hoped to achieve in drama, including the international recognition, but
Lawson was never a friend or a personal role model. The nationalist Australian poet
Bernard O'Dowd was a strong influence on him early in his career, as was, later,
the American playwright Eugene O'Neill, but Esson found his strongest personal
inspiration in the charismatic leadership of William Yeats and his artistic model
in John Synge.
These conficts and the personal doubts which they engendered pervaded all of
Esson's work and his relationship with Yeats and the Irish model. They were doubts
and conflicts which he never resolved.

*

*

*

Esson only personally met Yeats twice, on two separate trips to Europe which
took on for him the character of pilgrimages. His excitement over meeting the great
poet was partly simply the result of Yeats' flattering interest in him. Especially on
the second trip, in the early 1920s, Esson was very excited that the great Irishman
had read some of his published one-act plays and sought him out.
Yet another ironic reflection of the international base of Esson's nationalism was
the fact that he kept meeting his key Irish mentors everywhere but in Ireland. On
his first trip, in 1904, before he had begun to write plays at all, he attended a reception
given by Lady Gregory after a performance of the Irish Players in London. There
he met John Masefield who invited him to dinner in his rooms to meet Synge. Esson
and Synge discussed art and literature and literary nationalism until 2 o'clock in
the morning. Walking home together down the Edgware Road to Bloomsbury,
Synge, who had at that time published no plays but had had Riders to the Sea
and The Shadow of the Glen produced, revealed that he was writing a full-length
play. He invited Esson to Dublin to see the Abbey Theatre and to attend some
rehearsals. The play turned out to be The Well of the Saints, which along with The
Tinker's Wedding, had a great influence on Esson when he came to write Vagabond
Camp. 3
Esson duly travelled to Paris, still in pursuit of the bright lights of Montmartre.
He was living there when a note came from Synge confirming the dates, to Dublin.
He attended the opening performance at the Abbey Theatre, in late December 1904,
where he saw Yeats' On Baile's Strand, Lady Gregory's Spreading the News and
a revival of the play which began it all, Yeats' Cathleen Ni Houlihan. He was rather
shocked to find that the threatre was so tiny, so distant from the centre of Dublin,
and that the audiences, even at the opening, were rather small. 'Even at that time',
he wrote many years later, 'I had no doubt that the Abbey was the most important
theatre in the English speaking world.' He was also conscious of the difficult task
on which the Abbey was engaged, in a philistine country, like his own:
There never was an art-loving nation, so Whistler maintained; and when the curtain fell
on one of the plays, I heard a young man remark: "I don't know if Ireland can be saved
by Symbolist drama!'"

He does not say but this was presumably one of the Yeats plays. Perhaps Esson
took the comment to heart, for although he took Yeats' practical advice and was
inspired by Yeats' personality, he took Synge as his dramatic model.
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Esson attended some rehearsals of The Well of the Saints and met up again with
Yeats, who took him out to one of A.E. George Russell's Sunday evening soirees
in his cottage on the outskirts of Dublin, where, among other things, Esson met
and was much taken with Sheamus O'Sullivan. Yet again, apparently, he had a long
late night walk back into town, this time with Yeats, and received the advice which
he was to follow with religious enthusiasm for the rest of his writing life, 'Keep within
your own borders!' 'If you want to do anything', Yeats said, 'you must regard your
own country as the centre of the universe.'5
As I have said Esson had distinct cosmopolitan tastes. Yeats and Synge scarcely
knew how hard it was for him to think of Australia, and particularly Melbourne,
where he had spent most of his life, as the centre of the universe.
Esson had grown up in one of the few artistic communities which Australia had
then to offer. He had been brought up with his uncle, the painter John Ford Paterson.
He had mixed with painters and writers and had studied at Melbourne University
and spent his youth drinking cheap wine and arguing about art with the bohemians
and writers who hung out at Fasoli's cafe in Lonsdale Street. With these influences
Esson developed his advanced tastes in art, and cultivated his aesthetic, Wildean
sort of socialism. The .cultural historian David Walker, in Dream and Disillusion,
presents a critical account of the contradictory attitudes towards his country which
Esson was developing. He was patriotic, but he had a deep dislike for the materialism
and philistinism which he saw around him. He began to conceive of the role of the
artist with something like the vision of the poet Seanchan in Yeats' The King's
Threshold. The artist was a specially imaginative and creative personality who would
bring to a sordid and materialist country a vision which would 'kindle the flame
of Australian nationhood.' Sitting in Fasoli's, however, Esson dreamed of
Bloomsbury and Montmartre and the excitement there of being involved in an
advanced artistic community.
So on that long walk back into Dublin Esson listened with mixed feelings to Yeats'
advice. His devotion to the poet was extreme. He later wrote of Yeats, in letters
.and articles, with almost religious awe, and expressed his willingness to consult his
master, as an oracle, on 'every point of literary doctrine'.6
He did in fact consult him on that night and Yeats, in effect, told him that he
ought to return to his materialist rootless country and work 'to conquer the outlying
provinces and bring them within the kingdom of art. '7 This rather demanding advice,
Esson later confessed, was not what he had come to hear:
I loved Paris - the cafes, the cabarets, the theatres and restaurants, the violent arguments,
the brilliant scenes, the late night walks down the hill from Montmartre. Australia appeared
to be a far-off land, sometimes alluring, but rather vague and empty. How was it possible
to make any literature about people who knew nothing except how to drive cattle and
shear sheep? Lawson was writing stories about them, but I didn't think much of Lawson
then. He hadn't enough style for my taste. Art was something more refined than that,
an elegant, fantastic thing, like a Conder fan, or an Oscar Wilde play about cultivated
people who spoke in epigrams ...8

In spite of the bemused tone of this account Esson took Yeats' advice very seriously.
Mter his second late night walk he devoted himself to ridding himself of his
cosmopolitan tastes and working towards a nationalist literature of the people. He
returned from his pilgrimage with his ambitions for himself and for Australian drama
only partly formed, but he had a clear plan to turn away from the old Bohemianism
of his youth and embrace the new Australia, the 'real' Australia which with Irish
assistance he was constructing in his imagination out of the Celtic mists of his own
literary experience of the bush legend of the 1890s. Immediately on his return he
rather self-consciously 'went bush', to get back in touch with the land, staying at
a writers' camp set up by the eccentric E.J. Brady at the Mallacoota Inlet in East
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Gippsland, Victoria. He threw himself energetically into work, producing poems,
ballads, stories and articles.
During this burst of creativity Esson also produced his fIrst plays, the work for
which he is now remembered. Two very different dramatic works came out at about
the same time. In 1911 he published a volume of three one-act plays which
demonstrate clearly his early attempts to follow Yeats' advice. One of them in
particular, Dead Timber, is an extraordinarily gloomy picture of life on a small
selection, with the hostility of the land manifesting itself in the emotional turmoil
and defeat felt by an unnamed Farmer and his family. The gloom of the play is
a quality which Yeats had not included in his advice. 'Write country comedies', he
had said. The other two plays are colourful vignettes of life in the slums of Melbourne.
Esson referred to these plays as 'no more than studies, but they suggest the way
I wish to write. '9
The other play which he wrote and produced at this time was a political comedy,
The Time is Not Yet Ripe, which even then he was describing in letters as 'five years
old in style' and which he came to dislike for the rest of his life. It represented for
him, with its wittily cynical dialogue and sophisticated social style, everything which
he was trying to avoid.
By 1914 Esson's faith in the importance of strictly local material was growing.
Writing in the Bulletin he was calling for good bush plays, and was quoting with
approval a remark by Havelock Ellis, that 'it is only by being national that one
becomes international.'10 Esson wrote a particularly virulent attack on the Sydney
playwright Arthur Adams, for writing the English-inspired drawing-room comedy
which Esson loathed:
In an authentic Australian play there should be a real atmosphere - some space and
sunshine, wild nature or primitive character; something with a cow in it would have been
much better; closer to the earth and reality. II

Deep down Esson did not really believe that the earth was the reality which he
was interested in, but he had convinced himself, for the moment, that it was. At
the same time he was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the realities of the
society he was living in. He became unhappy and antagonistic towards Australian
middle class suburban life, which he saw as philistine and restrictive of the artistic
spirit. Beneath this dissatisfaction lay a considerable element of self-doubt. As David
Walker has written,
Behind Esson's attacks upon the mediocrity of Australian society, his growing contempt
for ideas and his preference for life itself, lay a deeper self-distrust rooted in his middleclass origins in a colonial cuiture. 12

The man who believed, in theory, that 'Australia Felix' represented the spirit of
freedom and revolution throughout the world actually felt at this time that Australian
society was weakening his powers of imagination and cramping his work. He wanted
to escape. In 1915 he attempted to enlist but was rejected because of his poor health.
In 1916 he once again set sail for the other side of the world, to seek inspiration.
It is significant that at fIrst he went to New York, the centre of one of the new
young cultures which were his models of nationalist art. He found it disappointing,
and concluded that America was 'the least artistic country in the world', and writing
to his friend Palmer that he was 'staggered at the low standards of even the educated
American. '13 So it was beginning to seem that only the old world would do. Fatefully,
in New York he met Padraic Colum, the simple poet of the soil with his roots in
peasant Ireland who had ended up a literary fIgure in New York. Esson was heading
in the opposite direction, in more ways than one.
He arrived in London at the end of 1917 and immediately started to settle into
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the literary life of Bloomsbury. London was full of Australian artists and writers:
some, such as the artist Will Dyson, and Esson's half brother Frank Brown, having
come back wounded from the trenches. After the war others, including Vance Palmer
and also a young playwright, Sydney Tomholt, were in London waiting to be
repatriated. Also there, working as a journalist and doing war work on the home
front, was William Moore, at one of whose 'Drama Nights', back in Melbourne in
1910, Esson's first play, The Woman Tamer, had been produced. Moore gathered
the little band of expatriates together and tried to organize a programme of oneact Australian plays for production. And so it was that, in a little flat in Bloomsbury,
with the prospect of a London production, Esson wrote his first successful Australian
folk bush drama, The Drovers. It was to exert an influence for 30 years, and is still
regarded as one of the best one-act plays written by an Australian.
The plays Moore gathered were never produced but Esson did find a London
publisher for a volume of his one-acters, a volume which included Dead Timber
and The Drovers, and he was delighted and flattered when Yeats wrote to him
praising the work and asking him to come down for a stay at the Yeats household
in Oxford. So began the second great pilgrimage. Esson later looked back on the
experience and wrote, conscious perhaps of the ironies of his position:
I had a little difficulty in connecting the Irish poet with Oxford, but it was quiet, he said,
and he was near Bodleian, a famous and comfortable library. Every summer he goes to
Ireland, to a romantic old castle, a beautiful place, that has been raided during his absence
by the Black-and-Tans. I was proud to make my pilgrimage to Oxford, and the poet's
study, with its fine books, the great brass candlesticks, the pictures by his father and brother,
and the Blake drawings, will always seem to me the most eloquent place in the world. 14

Yeats met Esson at the station and took him home where they had 'a simple meal,
with sherry in his favourite Jacobean decanter.' There were no long late walks by
now. After dinner they went upstairs to Yeats' sitting room and sat around the glowing
Irish peat fire, with the soft light of the candles in the great brass candlesticks. Esson,
in Australia, had a reputation for being one of his circle's greatest conversationalists,
but in the presence of his master he was mainly silent. He wrote later that Yeats
'talked till after midnight, touching on and illuminating all sorts of themes',15
including early Egyptian art, Blake, Shelley, Browning, Balzac, the Irish literary
movement, Shakespeare, Henry James, Tolstoy and the Saints, Japan, and, last but
not least - well, perhaps least - what he called the 'distinctive nationality of
Australia.'16 Esson must have said enough to convey to Yeats some of the self-doubt
with which he was troubled, for the poet reassured him by pointing out that 'You
have been in Australia longer than the Icelanders have been in Iceland when they
created their great sagas.'17
They also talked about Ben Jonson and when Yeats expressed an interest in a
private production of Volphone by the Phoenix Society in London, Esson, in a state
of high apostate excitement, was able to invite his master to it, for he was a member.
Years earlier, in late 1904, Esson had arrived at the Abbey Theatre and had taken
a cheap seat, out of humility rather than poverty. From on high he had watched
Yeats prowling the stalls and had not realized until afterwards that the poet had
been looking for him. By 1920 things had changed. A week after the meeting in
Oxford Yeats came up to London:
I escorted him to his seat in the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith. He caused a sensation,
dressed in a suit of fawn velvet corduroy, with a big silk scarf tied in a bow, pince-nez
attached to a broad black ribbon, and the mass of iron-grey hair swept back from his
great forehead. During the interval he met Bernard Shaw. "This is not a play for you,
Shaw," he said. That was all the conversation we had. 18
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Considering the success of Esson's only Shavian comedy, nearly a decade earlier,
it was perhaps a pity that he did not get to speak more with Shaw. But by that
time he had turned his back on all that.
Mter the performance Yeats left for Oxford with Lennox Robinson to discuss
plans for his poetic Tragic Theatre for Ireland, and Esson never saw him again. In
his obituary tribute he wrote,
[Yeats] was a fascinating personality, a brilliant wit and talker, when in the mood, though,
like Shelley, dumb and helpless amid ordinary prosaic conversation. He was the High
Priest of Irish Letters, and not only produced great drama and poetry himself, but inspired
others - Synge, Colum, Lady Gregory and even George Moore - to some of their highest
efforts. He was that rare phenomenon, a really vital and creative force. 19

He does not mention it but Yeats had inspired Esson also, perhaps even to his
highest efforts, but as Esson was to discover for himself, after his return to Australia
in the spring of 1921, those efforts were either not enough or were misdirected.
Perhaps the very enthusiasm with which Esson wrote of the poet's study, with its
Blake drawings and its peat fire and its exalted conversation about the greatest of
Western art, should have warned Esson that his struggles to establish a version of
the Abbey in Australia, using themes from the Australian bush, would be
disappointing.
Mter all this Esson returned to Australia full of high hopes, and embarked on
his most productive period as a playwright. With Palmer and another friend and
aspiring writer, Stewart Macky, he founded the Pioneer Players, and between 1922
and 1926 they produced a number of Australian plays which helped to establish
the tone of the bush drama which dominated Australian playwriting throughout the
30s and 40s. Esson at last began to write full-length plays in the style of those 'studies',
which he had published in his first volume in 1911: studies for the kind of long plays
which he really wanted to write. In spite of its eventual failure the Pioneer Players
has since been seen as living up to its name, playing a crucial role in the early
development of modern Australian drama.
The reasons for the eventual failure of the company are various. There was no
Miss Horniman to support it financially during its early years. Australian audiences
were, as Esson ought to have expected given his early views about their philistinism,
apathetic, or, if they did come, suspicious and distant. What taste the popular
audiences had for Australian material was well-satisified by an active and successful
Australian film industry, an industry which lacked the self-consciousness about high
international artistic standards which Esson and his colleagues tried to apply.
The most important reason, however, was probably simply that Yeats' leadership
had been so inspiring, and his practical advice so specific, that it left little room
for Esson to respond creatively to the real questions which were facing him in
Australia in the 20s. What Esson was really interested in were issues of individual
freedom in a conformist society, the role of creativity and imagination in leading
a fulfilling life, and the search, on the personal and community levels, for an
adventurous vitality of spirit with which to face the harsh realities of the world,
realities which in Esson's world were becoming harsher with each passing year as
his writing declined in the late 20s and the 30s, with the Depression and another
war. He wrote about these issues often in his journalism, but he came to consider
this as mere hack work. He seldom wrote about them in the work in which he invested
the most faith and energy - his plays. In those, ever respectful of his mentors, he
vainly strove to find a popular folk idiom rich with folk traditions which simply
did not exist in Australia. Even in the country of his new inspiration - Ireland
- Synge's Aran islands, and Yeats' Cuchulan, Deirdre and Conchubar, came to
seem a little remote from reality in the years of the Anglo-Irish War and after. There
was no hope of finding an equivalent in Australia.
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Without Yeats Esson would quite likely have done little - there would have been
no plays from him, no Pioneer Players, and he would not now be referred to as
a pioneer dramatist. And yet with the overwhelming influence of Yeats and the Abbey
Theatre Esson was drawn away from work in which he could, perhaps, have
expressed himself more fully. There were, as it turned out not surprisingly, no Folk,
no Celtic mists, no ancient heroes. There were modernist writers, and a newly postcolonial society which was facing very real issues of nationalism and internationalism
and the tension between these. Very late in life Esson began work on a play which
he never finished and never titled, but which exists today in manuscript in the
collection of his plays in Arrnidale. 20 In it he began falteringly to explore in a more
modern style the problems of the modern cosmopolitan facing the great weight of
old western culture bearing down. It is not a successful play. It was too little too
late. At about the same time he wrote a final nostalgic article about his personal
struggle, poignantly entitled "Irish Memories and Australian Hopes". For Esson,
by this time, there were too many memories and too few hopes.
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RON BLAIR

Yeats Lights the Candles
After the train pulled out of the station, he opened the magazine. His anticipation
of pleasure was twofold. He could now expect a cheque for his work any day. And
here was the second pleasure as he came to the right page: the story's title and his
name in large letters - Louis Esson. But the pleasure did not last. When he saw
the garish illustration of the pig-tailed Chinaman holding a knife at the throat of
the terrified white woman he flinched with shame, and closed the magazine.
An English train. An American magazine. An Australian writer. All three had
been woven into a moment of pleasure and shame that was all but instantaneous.
When it had passed, he reflected that the money would be welcome. It was the second
such story the magazine had accepted. The editor had written telling him to keep
it up, that there was a good demand for "chow" stories and a good piece of. money
to be made from them. If he could keep those yarns about the goldfields and opium
dens coming in there was no reason why he mightn't make his name out of them
the way Zane Grey did with the Wild West.
"Was this why I had become a writer?" Esson asked himself. He was tempted
to throw the magazine under the train but thought that Hilda might want to see
it so he put it in his gladstone bag.
Looking out the window, Esson saw someone running up to bowl. The batsman
kicked the ball and it spun into the air. The train plunged into a tunnel and he
would never know if the ball had been caught.
One of the best things about being in England in 1920 was the cricket. Everywhere
they went, the Australians were thrashing the English. Armstrong's men were
unstoppable. Gregory all vigour and venom; Mccartney a superb left-handed spinner;
stubborn, slow-thinking Collins who could block a ball for five hours and then hit
it all over the ground until the English wept; McDonald and Pellew and Mailey
- all of them brilliant and pitiless. Why can't we write plays the way we can play
cricket thought Esson on the train. He'd had every intention of seeing the Third
Test at Lords when the letter from Yeats had arrived. Both he and Hilda were invited
to come to Oxford and stay the night. Hilda wouldn't leave the flat because of the
morning sickness.
"Just my luck," she said.
"Look, let's postpone it," he said.
"You go Louis," she said, "By the time I'm fit to travel he could be anywhere,
America, Ireland - who knows where? You go. You've had your heart set on seeing
him again ever since we left Australia." It was quite true. He had first met Yeats
in London fifteen years ago. The poet had worn a wide black hat over his long
dark hair and his flowing tie was arranged in an enormous bow.

* This article was originally given as a paper during Writers' Week at the 1989 Perth
Festival.
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"What theatre do you have in Australia, Esson?" he had asked.
"Nothing sir. Nothing worthwhile. Music hall, English society plays."
"Nothing of any worth?"
"Ibsen sometimes gets done."
"Nothing of your own I mean?"
Esson became uncomfortable.
"There's a prejudice against making our own plays," he said.
"It is the same with us," said Yeats, "but if you listen to the critics you will get
nothing done."
"We're still a young country," said Esson.
"How long have settlers been in Australia? A hundred years? Well, Iceland
produced its heroes fully conscious of their own nationality and yet they've been
on their island for less time than you've been in Australia. Some of our writers are
crushed by our history Esson; you mustn't be crushed by your lack of it. Where
you have people, you have stories."
"But you have drawn your stories from a marvellous heritage," said the Australian.
"But surely in Australia you have strong women, angry men ..."
"Yes, we do."
"Heroes and peasants."
"Of heroes I'm not sure, but we're not short of peasants Mr Yeats."
"So much the better Esson. The stories you're searching the world for are right
at your feet. Take the play you saw tonight: Riders to the Sea. Synge was looking
for his stories in the cafes of Paris. All the time they were here, waiting for him
to set them down."
"U nfortunately Mr Yeats, our peasants don't have quite the turn of phrase of your
peasants."
"Nevertheless, the principle is the same Esson. Keep within your own borders;
write about your own people and perform your plays the first time in their midst."
Esson had recognised himself in Synge. Not Synge the playwright, but the traveller
for whom Art meant noisy cafes and Paris and picture galleries and dandies and
street singers. How could anything of worth be made of the aspirations of cattlemen,
the silences that passed for conversation, the boredom, the heat and the flies? Yet
even as he listened, Esson noticed that no one had taken such an interest in Australia
as this Irishman. The English naturally assumed you had come to London to learn
from them.
"The great thing Esson is to begin. Go back to Melbourne and find some hall
or other. Look around for a producer."
"A producer!" As if they grew on trees!
"Some old Shakespearean who has gambled his fare home, someone escaping
a wife in England, someone who has retired from the stage and can't keep still. Ask
Esson! - you'll find him!"
"We couldn't afford him!"
"I'm not talking about paying him man! Tell him straight out that you can pay
nothing. When he sees that you're serious he'll jump at the chance."
Then he paused.
"Are you serious Esson?"
"About what sir?"
"About starting an Australian theatre?"
"I am sir, yes."
"In that case, you must come over to Dublin and see what we're doing."
And in December he did. A pious pilgrimage he told his friends, pulling their
legs before they pulled his. He found Dublin in 1905 a quiet, grey friendly town,
not too big, easy to stroll about in and with a great charm of its own. In one street
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he saw where he might hire a bicycle, so he did. Before long he was out into the
countryside and making for the Wicklow Hills.
After a day of wild and desolate views with streams and waterfalls and fields
scattered with granite stones, Esson cycled into a sizeable village. Here he soon found
a pub where he might stay the night.
The season at the Abbey began the following night. Nothing would be lost in
his search for heroes and strong women, the kind whose passions clashed in those
plays Yeats had made, and Synge and Lady Gregory.
"Well now," said the pUblican, after he had shown Esson his room, "It's going
to be a raw evening. What can I get you?"
Esson wasn't much of a drinker but he was well aware that if anything bound
together England, Ireland and Australia it wasn't law or language or the king. It
was liquor and he ordered a whiskey.
It was the first of several that night. Throughout the evening he had long
discussions with many a hero and at least one angry man but never so much as
once did he find one woman to talk to - and in this, Ireland was very like Australia.
After some time Esson noticed that the pUblican seemed to have retired and left
the care of the bar to his twelve year old son and the boy's slightly elder sister. The
two of them kept the liquor flowing right up to closing time and after. What the
exact time was Esson could not have told other than by the caesura in the general
conversation and a momentary obeisance to the clock on the wall. Then into the
crowded room stumbled a gangling man, either simple or drunk; Esson thought both.
"Well, look who's here," said the publican's kid. "It's Paddy Joe. What's it to be
Paddy Joe?"
Paddy Joe searched the room for an answer and found none in the number .of
people looking at him now with good natured amusement or genial contempt.
"I want a whiskey," said Paddy Joe.
"A whiskey is it Paddy Joe? And what is it you're going to pay me with? Has
your inheritance come at last?"
The bar roared.
"I have the money," said Paddy Joe, managing to get the words out.
"I've no doubt you have Paddy Joe. And if you're not a wise man for wanting
to spend it, I'd be a fool for not seeing it first."
Again the room was delighted. Someone's wild laughter had turned to a cough.
Another was stamping his foot on the floor. Paddy Joe held up one hand to quieten
the bar and plunged the other into his trouser pocket. Then he could not get it out.
No amount of tugging or tearing would release the hand trapped in the pocket. The
kid drummed his fingers on the bar with a simulated impatience and then, with
perfect timing, turned to the house and said:
"I do hate the sight of a man taken in drink."
Pandemonium!
"Whisht!" shouted his sister by the door, "MacNamara's coming."
"Who?" asked Esson.
"The police, that's who," said the kid. "Everyone in the back room and not a peep
out of you."
"But I'm a resident," protested Esson. "I'm here for the night."
"Do as you're told," said the kid, "and be quick about it."
The girl was scampering around the room sweeping up the glasses.
In seconds the entire company had drawn Esson on the tide into the back room.
They all stood in the dark, scarcely breathing. In the bar the kid opened the door
to the wet November night.
"Good evening sergeant," said the kid. "Won't you come in?"
"I will indeed," said the policeman.
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In the back room Esson could feel the elbows of his neighbours easing against
him with their breathing. At his feet he could feel, on his ankle, the hot breath of
a large dog. He moved his foot and the dog snarled.
"Is there anyone here boy?" asked the policeman.
"No sir," said the boy in a voice he'd used for his first confession.
"You have a lot of lamps shining for nothing."
"We were just cleaning up, sir. My sister and me."
"And where are your parents?"
"Out sir."
"So there's only you and your sister?"
"Yes sir."
"Alright lad," he said, looking around the room. "If anyone comes by, tell them
you're closed."
"Yes sir."
"Good night boy."
"Good night sir."
And the policeman left. The kid waited until he heard the last of his boots in
the street then, picking up a lamp, he walked to the back room and flung open
the door.
"Come on now! Out you come the lot of you," he shouted.
"First orders!"
The next night Esson was back in Dublin and looking for the Abbey Theatre,
which was difficult to find. When he finally asked someone in the street, Esson
discovered that he too was going to the theatre so they went together. At the box
office, Esson saw that his new companion could afford only the cheapest seat. He
felt a kind of companionable loyalty to his guide and so bought a cheap seat too.
He left a card with the door keeper to tell Yeats that he was in the house so when,
half way through the play, he saw a tall silhouette raking the front stalls, his attention
to the play faltered and he longed to cry out: "I'm up here, sir. Up here!"
The play was The King's Threshold which had been first performed a couple of
years earlier in a hall normally given over to Protestant missionary fund raising by
day, and badminton by night.
In spite of being sought by the author throughout the production, Esson enjoyed
The King's Threshold, which was like a series of dramatic slides where a court poet
goes on a fast when the king banishes both poet and poetry from the royal table.
The thing that struck Esson was the style of acting. Actors did not speak when they
moved; no one moved while someone else was speaking. It went against the fluid
charm of the London stage where the eye was drawn into the action like a wind
among leaves. Here it was static; also curiously compelling.
Soldier, courtier and priest all urged the poet to eat, all in vain:
You have rightly named me.
I lie rolled up under the ragged thorns
That are upon the edge of those great waters
Where all things vanish away, and I have heard
Murmurs that are the ending of all sound.
I am out of life; I am rolled up, and yet,
Hedgehog although I am, I'll not until
For you, King's dog!
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Esson listening to these actors, who were so cautious about moving, experienced
the same sensation as an English critic who had earlier remarked that "We are
listening to English spoken with watchful care and slightly timorous hesitation, as
though it were a learned language." Sometimes singing, sometimes chanting, Esson
thought: never whining.
Watching these actors - amateurs! - he remembered that their style simply
revealed they were untrained.
Yeats had written that this style might have come from the French theatres where
actors like Bernhardt and De Max could hold an audience in thrall and do absolutely
nothing.
"I once," said Yeats, "counted twenty-seven quite slowly before anybody on a fairly
well filled staged moved, as it seemed, so much as an eyelash."
"Of course," he added, "our amateurs were poor and crude beside those great
actors, but they followed them as well as they could and got an audience of artisans,
for the most part, to admire them."
The learning amateurs, "poor and crude", were William and Frank Fay. The
former, an electrician by trade, who had travelled about Ireland as an advance man
with a circus, said that his actors were quiet and natural not because they had seen
Sarah Bernhardt or Edouard De Max, but because they did not know what to do.
They had not learned to go wrong.
And while Esson, when the curtain fell on The King's Threshold, had marvelled
at the highly charged declamatory style and the artistry of the piece he was puzzled
by the poor house.
He wondered if perhaps Dubliners had as little interest in the protocol of a poet's
place at the king's table as people might in Melbourne. Esson went to the Abbey
every night he was in Dublin and every day too to attend rehearsals for new plays.
Now, fifteen years later, as he got off the train at Oxford, he saw along the platform
the tall figure of the great man. Older yes, his hair now an iron grey but with the
pince-nez on his nose and his welcoming hand. The same warm and courteous man.
After a formal greeting, Yeats led Esson to a cab, and directed the driver to take
them to Broad Street. The Australian noticed Yeats was carrying a book.
"What are you reading?" he asked.
Yeats showed him the cover: Rustler's Roost by Zane Grey.
"Do you read this stuff, Esson?"
"Well-er - "
"Oh you should! Essential for train journeys."
They said nothing the rest of the ride.
After he had opened the front door and waved him in, Yeats whispered to him
"You are not the only one to have married since we last met, nor is your wife the
only who is pregnant."
A good looking woman came into the hall. Red-brown hair; a fine smile; about
thirty.
"Mr Esson. How do you do?" And English.
Over dinner, they recalled their first meeting all those years ago.
"You were there at a golden time Esson," said Yeats. "Those first ten years of
this century were not only our best years, but there has never been a more brilliant
decade in the cultural life of Ireland in all its history."
"Were you in Dublin for The Playboy, Mr Esson?"
"Needless to say," said Yeats, "We were denounced not only in Dublin but in
London too and later in America."
too and later in America."
"That's not so surely."
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"When we started our little theatre, they all ignored us. And when Synge gave
them one masterpiece after another, great and small, they heaped abuse upon him."
"But not now," Esson insisted. "Today his place is secure."
"Today is too late. Synge is long dead."
"I met him you know," said Esson.
"Did you?" asked Mrs Yeats, "When?"
"He was at Masefield's flat the night I met you, sir, and Lady Gregory," replied
Esson, "I met him later on in Dublin too. He showed me some of Sir Hugh Lane's
collection of paintings. The Manets I remember."
Yeats looked up.
"Do you like paintings Esson?"
"I do indeed sir. Paintings and painters. My uncle belonged to a group of plein
air artists who lived in the bush outside Melbourne. Condor was one of them."
"Condor - in the bush!" laughed Georgiana Yeats, "Like learning that Oscar
Wilde was a knife-thrower in a circus."
"Well wasn't he?" asked Yeats. "Myoid father's still painting you know Esson."
Yeats didn't believe in coincidence. Esson was a playwright and a Scots Celt. Now
he discovered that Esson had a painter in his family too. Yeats wondered if he might
put Esson to the test without embarrassing him. Of course Georgiana had entered
into the spirit of things and discovered that she had remarkable powers. But now
that her pregnancy had become advanced, it was unwise to engage those powers.
Besides, she was tired tonight and had bid them both goodnight and gone to bed.
The great Christ Church bell, and all the lesser bells, were tolling midnight.
"It's late," said Esson. "You musn't let me keep you up."
"No, no, no," protested his host. "Let's go to the sitting room upstairs. George
will have lit the fire I laid earlier." They got up from the table. "I read those plays
you sent me. The dialogue is excellent and the atmosphere in each one is marvellously
realised."
"Thank you very much sir. Mind you, the plots leave something to be desired.
I'm not much good on plots."
"On the contrary. I think all four are perfect."
"The audiences wouldn't agree with you, the few that came."
They were at the bottom of the stairs. Yeats stopped and turned to him.
"It's better to get fifty genuine enthusiasts rather than five hundred sheep." And
he began to climb the stairs. At the top Yeats went into a room lit only by the flow
from the fireplace.
"Come in. Find a seat."
Yeats went over to the table and lit the candles which were standing in long brass
candlesticks.
"I think it's a mistake to concern yourself about being popular."
"Those plays I wrote sir were given in rather fitful seasons. Should we include
new plays from overseas so that we can build up a repertoire?"
"When we set out Esson, someone suggested we do plays from Europe. I was
half-convinced. We needed contact with France and Germany, particularly after all
the years of stuff we were getting from England. People were wanting to be Ibsen
of course. Martyn was breaking his neck to do Ibsen. Well I was half-convinced
but Synge was adamant. A theatre like that he said never creates anything."
Esson could now, by the yellow candle light see the portraits by Yeats's father
hanging on the walls, and his brother's paintings too of Irish village life.
"The plays you give should all be national Esson."
Yeats took out of his coat pocket some long dead blossoms he had put there months
ago. He placed the fragile remains in an empty ash tray. If these dry fragments
released an aroma, then he would draw Esson into his plan.
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"Synge was right of course. But Ireland, blind and bitter, never knew that."
"You're harsh about your country."
"Do you know my play The Green Helmet?"
"Indeed I do sir. Everyone boasting and fighting."
"Well that's how I saw the place after the death of Synge."
Yeats sought to remember the lines.
"Here neighbour wars on neighbour, and why there is no man knows ..."
Esson finished the lines.
"And if a man is lucky all wish his luck away,
And take his good name from him ...."
Yeats smiled.
"And that was ten years ago. I've not changed my view from Oxford."
"Will you go back to Ireland?"
"I can't see it. Not permanently. I'm still a director of the Abbey of course. I shall
always re-visit - to see Augusta Gregory if no one else. But my wife is English
and what with the Black and Tans on the loose there, shooting and burning, the
Irish have a renewed disregard for the English at present."
Then, as if to think of more reasons why he should not go back, he added:
"And we shall have not one child Esson but soon two to look after."
Yeats sniffed the air, went over to poke the dead blossoms with his finger.
"To tell you the truth, I'm loathe to make plays where they're only half-welcomed."
"But you have supporters sir. And more than fifty."
"I have, Esson. That's why I gave the premier of At the Hawk's Well in Lady
Cunard's drawing room in 1916. I invited only those who cared for poetry."
"Will you take the play to the Theatre later on?"
"Perhaps. But 1 am content if it finds small appreciative audiences. I revived it
at Lady Islington's drawing room at Chesterfield Gardens a few days later."
"Where many there?"
"About three hundred."
"I hope they appreciated it."
"They were half-hearted Esson. Half-hearted."
Esson had to be very careful how he said this.
"Sir, did you not think once that plays should be done first in their own country?"
"Once I did. But much has happened to change my mind Esson."
"I have of course only read At the Hawk's Well in a magazine - Harper's Bazaar
wasn't it?"
"That's right. Harper's Bazaar."
"I think it very fine indeed sir, and I can see why an artist - "
Esson looked around to see if perhaps the window was open.
"What is it Esson?"
"I can smell something -like flowers."
"Continue Esson. What were you saying?"
"I can see why an artist as fastidious as yourself should turn your back on the
crowd and seek a more sophisticated audience - after all, the Elizabethans
themselves did no less - but, what drew you to the Noh theatre?"
"Ah! Excellent question!"
"Why the Japanese?"
"I was drawn by the utter simplicity of it. At the Hawk's Well is only the first
of my plays for dancers. I've written three more. You see, my blunder had been
not to learn about the Noh theatre of Japan when I was young. 1 wanted to write
about ancient themes. My theatre must belong to a time before glue and size and
flats and curtains. I needed a theatre ancient enough to match my themes. Something
quickly made by unrolling a carpet or marking out a place with a stick. Setting
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a screen against a wall. A theatre with half a dozen players, putting all their properties
into a cab, which could play anywhere, anytime."
"A theatre of masks?" asked Esson.
"Masks and musicians and dancers and gongs. Short pieces but greatly
concentrated so that every merest movement means something. It quite rules out
the mob impatient for a laugh."
"What is that smell?" asked Esson, "It's beautiful."
"What do you think it is?"
"I've no idea. In Melbourne at this time of night, the only smell would be from
a bread factory - or a brewery."
"The thing about living in Oxford, Esson, is that here is one of the great libraries
of the world. I have been spending a good deal of my time in the Bodleian."
"Studying the Noh theatre?"
"A little. But other things too."
Yeats paused.
"Certain texts of esoteric magic."
Esson was a little uncomfortable with all this talk of Japanese. And now there
was to be magic as well. He had taken the master's advice fifteen years ago and
gone back to Melbourne where he had written plays set in the slums and the bush,
plays about police and prostitutes and pimps. there was no ancient shared mythology
he could draw on to inspire Melbourne play-goers. Their heroes were living ones
and a lot of them were in England today, at Lords. "I wonder how they went," he
thought.
Esson had written his plays and no one had come. The people simply didn't want
them. He was much the younger man but he couldn't for the life of him see how
he could possibly write new plays about policemen in Japanese masks dancing to
gongs down at government house. His great trouble was that he was not a poet
but someone who wrote lurid stories about opium dens in Little Lonsdale Street.
Not just read them but wrote them!
He remembered how Synge had turned to him as they walked along the Edgeware
Road that night years ago.
"You ought to have plenty of material in Australia. All those outback stations
with shepherds going mad in lonely huts."
Some of his friends had been shocked by this advice. It was not their idea of
drama at all. They had preferred those plays set in Lady So-and-so's drawing room
where the good Lady herself had affairs with MPs bearing double-barrelled names.
"You have the rich tradition of Celtic mythology to sustain you, Mr Yeats. But
we're a mongrel breed, a Celtic-Saxon mish mash whose only national passion is
for sport."
Yeats nodded but he thought his own people cared too much for sport too and
that the marvellous heritage of mythology was all too often a scholar's obsession
or relegated to children's stories.
"You see," continued the Australian, "You have made your mark on your country's
theatre. You and Synge and Lady Gregory. But that is because you stirred up the
mob and forced people to think, even if only for a little. I've done what you advised.
I started in a small way with short plays, played by friends in a local hall. People
simply didn't give a damn."
"Esson, on the table you'll find paper and pen. Sit there please and take up the
pen."
Esson did as he was bid.
"Are you comfortable?"
He said he was.
"Look at the candle nearest to you."
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It was burning low, that candle.
"Look at the tongues of fire and empty your mind of everything but that. Peer
into the very heart of the flame."
As Esson looked at the yellow tongue it seemed to lengthen and spin into a thread.
The nib of the pen touched the page and Yeats saw Esson's hand twitch. Then the
pen began to move across the page fast and evenly, writing as it went. Sometimes
it seemed as if Esson's hand would not be able to keep up, so fast it moved. When
it came to the end of a line, the pen yanked the nib back to the beginning of the
next line and the ordered frenzy continued. The words themselves were perfectly
formed and in no time he had finished one page and was on to the next.
After two pages the hand abruptly stopped and Esson sat there, still staring into
the flame which his eyes had never left the entire time. Yeats stood up and snuffed
the candle and with the same fingers touched Esson lightly on the forehead.
Esson looked at him.
"Did I fall asleep, sir? I'm very sorry."
Yeats was frowning, looking at the pages.
"I can't make head nor tail of it Esson."
"What's that?"
"You are a natural medium Esson and my Instructors have given you a message.
It clearly is from Robert Gregory, Augusta's dead son. I can't make out what it's
saying. It's a list of some sort. Look."
There was light enough from the remaining candle for Esson to see that it was
a list with Gregory's name at the top: Gregory, 4 for 83. Then there were other names
- McDonald, Armstrong, Macartney, Mailey ...
"It's for me, sir. We have routed the English at Lords."
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VINCENT O'SULLIVAN

Singing Mastery: the Poetics
of Vincent Buckley
Vincent Buckley was going to speak at Writers' week about w.B. Yeats and rhythm. *
Yeats was a constant in Vincent Buckley's thinking, and in his affections; and rhythm,
with that particular tum to its meaning which Buckley always gave it - a notion
as much biological as metrical - he thought the most compelling aspect of poetry.
But because Vin Buckley's mind was both ruminative and revising, one cannot
presume that what he said at various times about either would have been the same
as what he may have said today. What I would like to do is simply to touch a few
of those spots where he revealed what he valued in Yeats, and to say something
of why I think Buckley himself is a writer of distinction. And I do so with his own
caveat in mind: "I confess to mistrusting, even to abhorring, all forms of reduction
in the study of literature."1
Buckley, like most of his contemporaries, has experienced both the approval and
the disapproval of critical assessment. On the way over on the plane I was thinking
of this, wondering, as Napper Tandy did of Ireland, "how did he stand" at the
moment? As I had with me the Penguin New literary History of Australia at least
a few answers were close to hand.
Bruce Bennett's chapter, for example, assigns Buckley his playing colours when
he notes the two teams that line up behind Les Murray's often quoted division of
Australian poets into Boeotians and Athenians, the country team as it were versus
the metropolitans. It's not a division that I've found very illuminating, perhaps partly
because I find it difficult to get out of my mind the image of John Styx, King of
the Boeotians, singing his lugubrious and prolix aria in Offenbach's Orpheus in the
Underworld. In any case, the credentials to make that team would seem to include
at least a willingness to talk seriously from time to time about cows or other animals,
talking quite a lot about one's family and its guilt at being white, slipping into
commodious metaphors as into a pair of ample shorts, and although one hammers
universities quite a bit, it is really alright to know a lot oneself. In this team Les
Murray is both captain and vice-captain, Geoff Lehmann and Geoff Page fit young
roving forwards, David Campbell and Judith Wright the stylish wings, and Mark
O'Connor raring to play in any position that happens to be vacant. All fine poets
in different ways, who are not particularly served by this schematising. Those who
line up on the Athenian side are apparently captained by A.D. Hope, the muscleman of the metropolis, a sort of well-read Jacko. This team, I'm afraid, is both heavily
male and predominantly Anglo-Celtic, even if Vicki Vidikas and Fay Zwicky bring
to it a touch of exotic panache. One can't help feeling that Athens-Carlton has rather

* This article was originally given as a paper during Writers' Week at the 1989 Perth
Festival. Vincent Buckley was to have spoken on W.B. Yeats and Rhythm. When
Vincent Buckley died suddenly Vincent O'Sullivan agreed to come and speak on
Vincent Buckley and w.B. Yeats.
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more glamour to it than St. Kilda-Boeotia, and Yin Buckley of course is very much
in the former, being what Lew Richards would call a player with a head to him.
Other critics in the new literary history place him in other ways. Judith Brett relegates
Buckley's major significance to the forties and fifties, an extraordinary piece of
muddled chronology. Brian Matthews places him quite properly as a university wit,
and in other places Buckley is named variously as Metaphysician and regionalist,
bringing together what James Tulip calls "a rare c.ombination of imaginative, social
and religious interests". Chris Wallace-Crabbe includes some of the poetry in his
chapter on autobiography, noting Buckley's intense response to place and occurrence,
to "landscape as palimpsest".2 Over recent years I recall his coming under fire in
different places as humanist, as elitist, as Eurocentric, as relentlessly intellectual. I
would like to begin my own few remarks with that central value he put forward
in giving a lifetime to poetry, whether to writing it, writing about it, or teaching
it.
It is interesting, I think, that at the time Buckley was most immersed in traditional
belief - the time, that is, when he was writing his collection of essays, Poetry and
the Sacred - he regarded poetry as a sacred act even for the poet who may have
moved from strongly held convictions, and away from any belief that coincided with
communal doctrine. This was 1967, only a few years since he had written those poems
which defined him at the time, and which for many, I expect, keep on defining him
more than anything else as a committed Christian, those poems of devotion that
are virtually prayers, extensions of ceremony, devotional exercises.
Seeing that man is set upon his journey
From dark to light, from the diminished light
To what alone restores it ...
("Four Stages of Evening")

These are poems, all doctrinal emphases apart, which run a gamut of contending
voices, a melange where the personal voice, as it was then called, was defined for
the time being in a swirl of echoes - the diction of hymns, the rhythm even of
Abide With Me, capable of jostling the same poem that concludes with Dylan
Thomas:
Where strings of pity tie the tongue
And all our whispers end in flame. 3

Buckley later came to dislike these poems very much. He disliked them as too
careful, too rhetorical, and too much tied to what he later regarded as programmatic.
As he put it in conversation, "I used to write too neatly - the neatness produced
the over-resonance." Part of it, too, was his growing distaste for poems which were
what he called "full of attitudes", the kind that can easily be talked about in seminars
because what one can discuss as ideas saves one the difficulty of talking about poetry.
Instead of "strong opinions, strong orientations", he came to prefer "a network of
contradictions".4 He approved of Yeats' asperity in demanding was he expected to
be a barrel of consistent opinions.
In terms of belief then, of commitment, of the expectations of language, those
poems in Masters in Israel are a far cry from the position that he described a few
weeks before his death as that of a "Catholic agnostic".5 One might say of course
that the more important word there is still Catholic, the sense that the adjective
abides while the noun is provisional. I'm reminded of Buckley's remarking in an
essay that "when I think of Arnold's predilection for ... comprehensive nouns, my
preference for the adjective is strengthened''6. A slightly unexpected remark when
we're inclined to think, and as we've usually been taught, that the adjective is the
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flighty relation in most statements, the dressing up as it were while the body of reality
is there in solid, solid nouns. To shift the emphasis as Buckley did is to take an
important philosophical tum, to subvert the cast of mind that quests for the definitive
word, the abiding truth, and to opt for flexibility. His own late phrase to describe
himself denies the absolutes of a Tradition, if by that we mean something
compellingly revealed, yet it doesn't loosen his claim on the traditional. For 'the
traditional' has much to do with what he thought about poetry, and particularly
with what he meant by the rhythm of a writer.
It is clear 1 think that mostly when Buckley spoke of rhythm he didn't have in
mind simply the metrical disposition of language, nor that enchanted suspension
from the ordinary which Yeats believed rhythm produced. One might of course say
rather a lot about Buckley's own verse along those lines, how his early poems so
often carry the impress of Yeats in ways that are immediately recognisable:
Spirit that has its counterpose
In rock, or wave, or balanced tree,
Sensed once in her, made now the choice
Of Time that is his own ally.
("And Yet Her Spirit Calls Usj 7

The mere fact of using octosyllabics drives the rhythm to echo Yeats. But Buckley
deliberately moved from that lyric and derivative catch to the voice as coming much
too easily, as too patently demonstrating what he called his "softness". He worked
at the harder, plainer line that he perfected in his last three books, solving the problem
as he described it "of slowing my poetry down", avoiding anything as he said that
looked "too neat".8 Usually, though, it was of something quite wider he spoke when
he touched on rhythm.
Buckley once said in an interview "I think that people develop or fail to develop
a very strong rhythmic sense in life". There are times in reading him, whether in
verse or prose, when one thinks perhaps of that now unfashionable philosopher Henri
Bergson, his running the notion of evolution alongside the artist's personal
development, so that rhythmic or artistic time, as he called it, circumvented the
mechanistic time of nature. There's a whole line of predisposition that such a way
of thinking entails, a way which would include Yeats quite as much as it would,
say, Robert Frost. As Buckley applied it to himself, "it just so happened that when
1 started to feel the wonder of the world most acutely, when 1 was very young, this
wonder started to express itself in miniscule rhythms and with perceptions that 1
now take to have been poetic".9 There is a direct relation between thinking like this,
and thinking two other things which follow from it: that rhythm implicates one in
something larger than oneself, and that this is also, if not the basis, then at least
a key to religious thought.
We're familiar with Yeats's celebrated claim in his essay on Magic in 1901 "That
the borders of our minds are ever shifting, and that many minds can flow into one
another, as it were, and create or reveal a single mind, a single energy."10 His claims
for "the great memory", the fact that it might be tapped by symbols and its various
currents invoked, may even be the single most important belief that his poetry
declares. It is a view that rides easily enough beside lung's archetypes, and with
those many descriptions that anthropologists and philosophers applied to mythology
- a mode of thinking that Suzanne Langer called "a subject greater than any
individual ... a sphere of activity in the real world, because what it symbolises
belongs to the real world". I I Yeats, in a Wildean tum of phrase, designated modem
science as the critique of myths, telling Sturge Moore "there would be no Darwin,
had there been no book of Genesis ".12
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Buckley found no problem in quoting one of Freud's essentially dismissive phrases
about religion in putting his own position. "I feel that the intuitive, sometimes
telephathic, entry into communication with other lives and with forces of the Universe
is a process which . . . some scientists . . . [and] certain kinds of writers are best
at, and I think this is the key religious act: to try to experience, to understand and
sometimes extend what Freud called the 'oceanic feeling'." "There are," he added,
"probably better names for it."13
Buckley, one might notice, entertained a more considered attitude to science than
many poets, a point that became clear when he expressed his scepticism about the
more extravagant claims ofliterary theory. It was at a time when one of his colleagues
liked to quote Paul de Man's self-stroking apothegm that "the poetician is now the
equal of the poet", and when a fellow-professor's book repeated that now rather
passe claim that theory was a quasi-science. But as Buckley pointed out, any overriding theory "would have to be a theory of language, and if it is a theory of language
it would have to be a theory of the brain. Academics do not seem to worry about
this sort of thing, but if I was going in for language theories I really would learn
some physical science, in fact I would need to learn a lot of various sorts from
neurology to bio-chemistry, but my theoretical colleagues don't do that." The specific
instance he gave was in discussing that basic tenet of structuralism, the binary
structure of thought. "There is no scientific reason to suppose that things must be
divided in a binary way. That is just a metaphoric convenience."14 But he did not
buy into such arguments, I think, because he found them irrelevant. He would neither
read nor write better because of them. Also, I think, the fact that Buckley had such
committed political views about Ireland, and that he saw literature as a communal
social force, drove him towards not a naive mimeticism, but to a view he shared
with both black and Eastern European intellectuals - his refusal to concede an
epistemological wedge between experienced life and an insulated theory of text. IS
But to take up again that phrase of his, "the forces of the universe", which he
had used also in his essay "Specifying the Sacred". He speaks there of "the impulse
to establish the sense of man's life and his human relationships as being . . . bonded
with forces in the universe, which have their correlations in his own psychic life".
There is a nest of related convictions that sentence carries with it, which might be
crudely put into the formula, rhythm = religion = poetry = the sense of oneself. The
terms might be arranged in any order and their cog~ncy stilI holds, a chain of
convictions as serviceable to the agnostic as to the believer. For the activity of poetry
is inevitably attuned to the mental structure that permits it: "It might be thought ...
that the very self-doubt of the poet is a testimony to, if not a proof of, his almost
unwittingly persistent commitment to the writing of poetry as a sacred act and an
aspiration to self-completion".16
I believe that was a view Buckley continued to hold, which is why that adjectival
'Catholic' remains so potent. As a kind of liberated modifier it implies very little
about one's relation with the Church at a specific historical moment, although any
biographer of Buckley will have to attend carefully to why, and how, one of the
strongest voices in Australian Catholicism so altered course in those few years that
preceded The Golden Builders, and why any reasons he publicly offered are only
partially complete - such remarks as "I would say, in general, my growth has been
a growth from dogmatism, cockiness, ideology into certainty."I? Or the bald enough
generalisation that "There is a certain phoniness in the denominational stance."18
Yet to a reader of his poetry, the persistence of "Catholic" has to do with the
fact that primarily Buckley is an "incamational" poet, if I might be allowed that
word too without doctrinal strings. It is a word he himself used of both Blake and
Yeats. If defines the kind of poet who sees his own thoughts, his own experience,
as inevitably implicated in that network of energies which relates him to both the
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living and the dead; that places him within configurations of history and the
immediate that are unique as one experiences them, and mythic as one interprets
them: life, he'd say, as rhythm, our moving within patterns we exemplify, but do
not invent, and only partly control.
At the beginning of his collection The Pattern in 1979 Buckley offers a range of
dictionary definitions for that word, a list that instructs us in how to read the poems.
The lexical emphases he picks out are these: pattern as a matrix, a mould; an example,
an instance; a precedent; a decorative or artistic design; in Ireland, a patron saint's
day, and by transference, the festivities of the day. The short opening title poem then
places the word in its largest evolutionary stream. The writing of poetry itself, if
not a return to the source, then at least is the way we are going to speculate on
that return and find avenues to talk of it.
And go to: and come back from:
the slow starved pattern
I follow with inflamed nerves
to discover, close to the beginning
of all, a tadpole barely
at movement in the clammy water.

Origin, as we know, is a dicey concept. It is a place of departure, and a place
that in ancestral terms anyway proliferates as we move back. The closer we come
to our origins, the more places we are taken to, the less anyone origin is possible
except under the pressure of geography or historical preference. The pattern we
accept is primarily the pattern we impose, a sense of focus that is there in the act
of looking rather than in what we necessarily find. As Buckley puts it,
notlone place but ten thousand:
not a particular but a general
fish-web of fathers: something so ordinary
you sit half-suffused with fear
in front of it.

But this insistence of finding home, to reach what one might call a terminal
definition, to a certain kind of mind is compulsive. It is also necessary in order to
leave 'the beginning' over again, to relate to it on one's own terms; to construct a
framework of coherence for one's own experience - in a phrase he uses of the poet
Austin Clarke, for "building his maze of short moments". When an interviewer asked
Buckley some years ago about Ireland, quoting Eliot's line from "Little Gidding"
that the end of our exploring will be to get back to where we came from, Buckley
immediately observed that the quote was not complete: it should go on, he noted,
"and to know the place for the first time". A return that he then related to "an
experience of seeing actual places under an Edenic aspect".18 He phrases it like this
in The Pattern:
A first, frail paradise, where the dream
let down like tendrils, entering
through air the airless sponge
that would sometime be memory.

One might say a good deal about how that last word carries for Buckley a
Wordsworthian immediacy that is a living nerve into the past, a capacity for
vibrations as he loosely put it in that interview, and the expanding sense in The
Pattern that coherence and identity are both linguistic and mythic. At a time when
coherence, myth, referentiality, are variously under fire, I would like simply to note
two familiar propositions of Wittgenstein. "The meaning of a word is its use in the
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language" - not its rhetorical figuration, as one might say, but its persistence in
social commerce. And the other, "Our talk gets its meaning from the rest of our
proceedings", which again places us in a communal context. 20 I think something
like that is in Buckley's own assumptions, driving him on the one hand towards
inherited and - in Freud's word again - 'oceanic' rhythms, but on the other towards
individual clarity, communication, the harder and simpler line he worked to in his
later poetry. For literature is not a code to be deciphered, nor is it an instruction,
but an event to be shared, a pattern of festivity. This is why, I'd guess, Buckley refused
to value Yeats as Yeats sometimes did himself, as a conveyor of secret wisdoms.
Buckley's Yeats is a poet of dramatic situations in a modern world. 21
There are related observations one could make. One is that Buckley's poetry is
often - and I think wrongly - read as that of the cultured academic, or as that
of the nostalgic Australian surrounded perhaps a little too vividly as a child by Irish
people and Irish things. In other words, middle-class, Melbourne and Cambridgecentred, and yet exhibiting too a kind of latter-day colonial truculence in his
republicanism, and in his resolute anti-imperialism in either hemisphere - the
purveyor of a kind of lerilderie letter written by a man who could spell and who
didn't need to shoot the police.
We are good, and getting better all the time, at interpreting writers in ways that
could not have made sense to themselves, practitioners of that "discrepancy theory",
as Frank Kermode designates the kind of reading which assumes that the text is
always revealing what it in fact does not assert. 22 It is a way of reading that derives
principally I suppose from Levi-Strauss's founding claim that it is impossible to be
an accurate examiner of one's own society or behaviour, that we cannot fully
apprehend the structures our own lives abide by. It is easy enough to line up Buckley's
apparent dichotomies, the binary forking if you like that his thinking veered between
here (Australia)/there (Ireland), Catholic/humanist, elitist/republican,
hierarchical/ liberal, and so on - and then to elucidate the contradictions and
subversions as one term contaminates the other. Well, one could. For the moment,
I'd prefer to offer the American philosopher Samuel Wheeler's view of this critical
procedure:
"it seems to me ... that the incoherence of a dichotomy, when it is extended too far,
shows nothing about that dichotomy's worthiness. Contradictions that arise when one
follows out a chain of connection do not show that there is anything wrong with the
dichotomy in discourse. To suppose so it to value systematisation and totality, rather than
particular local working. (Only in mathematics do hidden contradictions mean that
everything is a theorem)".23

As anyone who has taught Yeats will know, one of the difficulties of those famous
drawings of interpenetrating gyres is to pull the poems back from being mere
illustrations of a diagram, and to re-establish them as living exchanges where
contraries do not imply disabling contradiction.
Yet in speaking of Buckley I would certainly use at some point what may seem
a curious word to apply to him, and that is "transgressive". I think it appropriate
because when we read him we see how so many of his initial assumptions, whether
of rhetoric, formalism, or belief, are consciously challenged by his own later work;
and how much of that work crosses the grain of his contemporaries, whether fellow
Catholics at one stage, fellow academics at another, or fellow Australians,much of
the time. What was constant if you like was that he never had the least doubt that
he understood himself as an Australian by insisting that racially, genetically, it was
his Irishness that defined him. Buckley's was a conviction that is commonly distorted
by those Australian critics who currently use the term" Anglo-Celt" as a grab-bag
word to provide a clutch of mainly negative responses, an oversimplifying that presses
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quite diverse traditions towards the one ideological disapproval. "I hate the term",
Buckley said. 24 He hated it for the sound pragmatic reason that it was meaningless
in conveying anything he knew or felt true about being Irish in Australia. What
is transgressive about Buckley is that he is less manageable than most other
Australian poets I've read, manageable in that sense of being contained either by
fashion or reaction against fashion, or contained by what we may previously have
read of him. Put together those three books of his most important years, The Golden
Builders of 1976, and The Pattern and lAte Winter Child both in 1979, and you
have, to begin with, work of remarkable technical deftness, poems impressive in
their grasp not of life - I'm not loading him with simply mirroring anything but of how much lived experience he fmds resonant patterns to propose. These are
volumes that encompass without fuss, without the drumbeat of rhetoric he came so
to distrust, five hundred years of racial history, nine months of family and sexual
history, and the presence of the city that was closest to him, all within that drive
for coherence, and the response to diverse events when coherence fails to gel. I would
argue that The Golden Builders in its deliberate linkages with Blake, with Baudelaire,
with Whitman, is an odyssey from post-colonial ironies to an aCceptance of lost faith.
The first poem's incanting the names of Melbourne streets which are also the names
of nineteenth century British aristocrats and patrons, the murmuring of name upon
name in a way which is quite the reverse of Yeats's celebrated instance, introduces
the sequence's general tone of discomfort and dislocation.

o Cardigan, Queensberry, Elgin; names of their Lordships,
Cardigan, Elgin, Lygon: shall I find here my Lord's grave?

The twenty-seventh and last poem concludes with a similar question, and with
Buckley returning to where he was born.
We are travelling
towards my timber birthplace
and the wilderness of flies . . .
and the dogs paused above the creek.
And my Lord's grave? His grave?

That conclusion is the reverse, and I suspect deliberately the reverse, of the last
of his "Eleven Political Poems" written ten years before, in a context one might say
of assumed and still accepted certainties, verse that celebrated
... movements of the earth that bring me
In constant pilgrimage to Genesis,
To the bright shapes and the true names,
Oh my Lord.25

For all the implications of The Golden Builders as a title, it is a poem not of
structures and enacted order, but an exercise in replacement, displacement, "earth
shaken from the root/ or marrow from the bone". It is a poem of empty empire,
emptying memories, a vanishing city and its communal rapport, an emptied faith,
a refusal of possibilities let alone certainties. Which is why The Pattern and lAte
Winter Child must be read as its antistrophe, the resurrected possibilities of both
child and parent, poems that are a way back from "the wilderness of flies", and
constructed from the absences of the earlier work.
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Believing nothing, I could hope
to see, not a god, but a child,
a place : sunrise : a whistle : bird on stem:
a low sky, downy with rednesses.
(XXV, 5)

Systole and diastole, then, to use words Buckley took up in more than one poem,
one thing passing rhythmically and naturally into another, and the poet replicating
that, the rhythm of life in the rhythm of the voice that speaks it. Yeats, the strongest
of his "singing masters", at the end of his life offered the advice that the best of
Buckley bears out: a passion for "the well made", an indomitability of race and its
expression, not through chauvinism, and not through easy sentiment, but by means
of constant, lucid attention to events, and to how we speak of them.
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WARRICK WYNNE

The Wetlands

(for Liam & Andrew)

It has become one of life's buried places;
parallel lines,
river and road,
wetlands, levees.
The waters brim dark
brown above our heads,
banks thick with dark mud like that drenched English landscape
where, after six thousand years,
a man was removed
from the layered peat
with a noose still around his neck,
legs pulled up close to a chest
snuggling under the warm weight
of all that earth.
Here, guard dogs
howled in the distance,
invisible leashes,
the extended horizon.
There was a place
where we stopped
and it is gone.
It is a buried place.
Do you remember the lines?
How straight they were?
The scrappy paddocks
ground like soaked sponge,
the limitless sky
pressing it flat.
You had a puncture,
and we stopped in the cold,
in the flatness below a bank,
on the uncomfortable flat rim,
grey stones sharp as knives.
The wind from a long way away.
Water transporting itself somewhere.
That place is buried now,
the lines that led us there,
under the unendurable earth.
Some things cannot be raised up.
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WARRICK WYNNE

Scrap-Book
(18 months)
Blue and red hieroglyphics
exist for page on page,
teeter around calico
textured paper like rag,
meandering lines collecting
like thin clots
to fade tentatively away.
There are slabs of colour
primary shapes,
no recognizable figures yet,
the blood red
sweet smelling crayon
shrinks and wrinkles the paper
to parchment-tone.
These images are too direct:
have no thoughts between
creation and execution,
may be forming some pattern,
confronting and uncomfortable.
The too neatly printed words;
"Phoebe - 18 months"
look barbaric crudity,
beside this pattern
jar uncomposition
with something like order,
less perfect chaos.
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JAN OWEN

Smile
Our mother aimed the black Box Brownie,
"Come on Johnny, smile for Daddy."
He was high off at the war in a Lancaster plane;
we sent him smiles to bring him safely down.
I bounced my curls and held my new dress out;
staggery, arms outspread, John folded and sat
and would not smile. "Dickie bird's getting cross!"
I hugged him up off the buffalo grass,
wet overalls, and dribble on his chin.
He latched his teeth in my apple and hung on
slobbering till his mouth crunched full
then looked up with an appley smile.
The plane caught ftre, our father jumped in time;
the smile was in his pocket, he came home.
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JAN OWEN

Town
Eisenstadt, Austria

The alliance was uneasy even then.
Close to the border
we found that day
your country as it was
before the war
renamed Kismarton 'Eisenstadt.'
Arched doors and gateways, fruit trees,
angular houses, plain or baroque as clouds,
Eszterhazy Palace where Haydn played,
and Liszt in the Square,
elegant even in stone.
In the little cake-shop where you bought
the cakes of your childhood,

a/mas retes pozsonyi kifli,
they spoke the old language still,
only you paid in schillings not in forint.
"KOszonom szepen, "smiled the broad-cheeked woman.
The church was a simple dome,
a beehive of russet shadows and yellow light,
round and warm as a country stove,
homely enough for a child to believe in God.
The sky was open as the A/jO/d.
We sat on a wall to eat.
"Look."
A walnut tree by a barn, a wooden cart,
geese honking through wet grass
and an arc of rainbow in bruised light.
"Hungary."
You could not swallow,
staring along the fault-line of a dream.
Hungary. As close as we ever came.
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RICHARD KELLY TIPPING

Olympic Airways, Stop-over Athens
This snorkelling Greek woman
carried late on board a Jumbo
going home in near coma
to kiss her village goodbye
is annoying hell out of
her fellow global passengers.
A body like that, all helpless
and goggle-eyed, out of depth
in intensive care, behind a sharp
orange curtain, takes up four seats,
one of which was mine.
London does good business
with magic operations (supertech hippocratic) at a price
miraculous, raising the dead.
She gargles, snorts, gets pure
oxygen and, hand held, doesn't need
her seatbelt fastened.
Our fat tyres kiss the smoking black.
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GERRY TURCOTTE

Pompeii
Plaster of Paris poured into open wounds of earth
creates statues of lives that were:
Dogs bound to fountains
mouths open in silent howls;
children clutched together waiting for the flood;
the vacant eyes of men and women
giving form to pain. This is what death looks like
arrested and stilled. This is the shape
of agony. Suspended on the hairline
of terror and unmaking.
In Rome the vaults were pried and air rushed in
to kiss the skin of hundred year-old space,
and in the moment's kiss the bones
exploded into dust - unmade by modern
archeology.
But here in Pompeii the sculpted touch of science
has preserved the still, dark curves of death a beauty Michaelangelo pursued and Rodin
failed to find - the shape of life unravelling
into disparate threads.
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DAVID REITER

Bear by the Jasper Road
A tall man stood in the shadow, took her arm,
Led her to his home. He was a bear.
In a house under the mountain
She gave birth to slick dark children ...
- Snyder, from Hunting
Come this far and not touched a bear?
You slept in tents with honey
sandwiches and toothpaste for bait
but no bears tickled your zippers.
No thought of bells on your ankles,
you padded through berry patches,
eyes eager for cubs or steamy dung,
but no bears burped in the thickets.
You loosened your blouse
dabbing musk perfume down
your nape, even rubbed knees
with warm trout skin at dusk
but no bears offered their arm.
Bags packed, you called a conference.
"Gentlemen of the press," you said,
"I fear your bears have fled."
The bear by the road wasn't
large, but too porky and black
to be discharged as a dog.
"Shall 1 stop?" 1 asked.
"No," you smirked. "I hear
they bite the hand that feeds them."
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P.A. GALLASCH

The Visit
The match flickers, as tentative and cautious as the hand that holds it.
"You'll burn your fingers," you remark, watching as the flame licks lightly at my
fingertips.
I drop the small, fiery splint with an awkward laugh. The burnt fragment falls
upon the starched white cloth. Neither of us attempt to move the debris.
"How about a cup of tea?" you ask, making no attempt to rise.
Habit reasserts itself. "If you're having one," I say, the distance of the years
momentarily abridged by a response timeless in its compliance.
You smile, leaning back in a black leather chair I do not recognize. "Oh, I gave
up caffeine years ago. But if you want one ..." Your voice trails off.
Our eyes meet across the formalities. With alarm I feel my fragile guard begin
to crumble.
"No," I reply hastily. "Don't bother. I'm trying to cut down myself."
You nod with understanding, your gaze lazily traversing my body.
I puff uneasily on the cigarette, drawing the smoke back into my lungs with a
zeal more assumed than real. I am nervous, with knowing, with waiting. Your glance,
seemingly so polite, can not help but perceive why I have come.
I imagine myself through your eyes: thin, lank, a sickly pallor to my skin. The
rich abundance has gone, so too the luscious folds you so delighted in exploring.
Today, seated dejectedly before you, I bear more resemblance to the corpse I must
become than to the woman you once loved. And today, almost eight years since
our parting, I need your support more deeply and desperately than I would have
thought possible.
You smile thoughtfully, your study complete. "You look fine," you say matter of
factly. "Thinness becomes you."
Fortunately my head is lowered, disguising my disbelief. I concentrate on the dead
match soiling your clean cloth, unwilling and unable to accept the evidence of my
ears. You are being tactful, my emotions clamour, choosing your moment before
broaching a topic so painful.
"I've lost a lot of weight too," you remark, patting your stomach with pride. "No
more ungainly midriff bulges for me."
I murmur words of encouragement, words that flow as social necessities into the
silence.
"At least not since I've been exercising regularly at the gym," you confess without
a shade of embarrassment. "Three times a week, two hours a night and I'm feeling
better than ever."
Despite my good intentions I give a start of astonishment. You had always decried
the middle aged fitness fanatics seeking to preserve bodies riddled with decay.
"The last place you'll find me," you had said late one night as we had driven
past a health club, "Is in there."
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(At twenty eight you did not bother to hide your disparagement for those
substantially older than ourselves.)
"Half dead trendies," you had snorted, "fearful of their own mortality. A
psychiatrist would be of more use to them than a pair of dumb-bells."
I'd agreed of course. I usually did. You were the expert on death and dying.
"You can't afford to let yourself go," you remark in the here and now, comfortable
and at ease in my presence. "Not these days when health and image are intertwined."
I nod, saying nothing.
"The whole concept of a salubrious appearance, be it corporate or private, is big
business - and anyone who doesn't acknowledge that fact is doing themselves and
their company a disservice."
You lean forward, animation altering your usually reserved features.
"Take the funeral industry for instance. Now they've been subjected to some
rigourous criticisms over time and quite rightly too, but essentially they've grasped
the link between the image and the product. They've had to, in their field they've
literally no choice. Death is the antithesis of the healthy body our society has come
to worship. So their representation, like mine in a sense, is. critical."
My eyes drop to my lap. I do not understand the direction you are taking.
You clear your throat modestly.
"I've been working with the Society of Funeral Directors since last year," you
reveal. "Conducting lectures and seminars on the psychology of successful
presentation." You pause for effect. "It's a first, at least in Australia ... not to mention
a personal coup."
I look up from my thin, bloodless hands in amazement, a watery smile flirting
weakly about the comers of my mouth in case this is another of your elaborate,
humourless jokes. One glance at your pleased expression tells me it is not.
I feel my face harden, first the eyes, then the cheeks, lips and jaw bone. Beneath
my skin I can almost count the white cells multiplying.
"Don't be so judgemental," you chide disapprovingly.
Too stunned to think I do not reply. My fingers stub out the cigarette; my foot
taps nervously against the leg of the chair.
"It's no use saying you're not," you add. "I can still read you like a book."
Your gaze captures mine.
"It was one of the comforting things about our relationship," you pronounce. "That
refreshing absence of duplicity - the knowledge that I could know someone, really
know them, without having to constantly question and doubt."
Part of me, that part that even now can not renounce optimism, searches your
deep strong voice for a trace of warm regret, of fond reminiscence.
My hope, as irrational as it is eternal, is quickly harnessed.
You give nothing away.
"It's really quite ethical," you say reassuringly, returning to your work with a zeal
even the passionate sparks of love were unable to diminish. "What it boils down
to, if you11 pardon the cliche, is a more effective personal service for the consumer."
Incredulous, I do not respond.
You continue undaunted. "They're packaging a product, but their marketing
strategies, until now, have consisted of denying the fears and realities of their clientele.
They have ignored the therapeutic role almost entirely, despite the lip service of their
public relations men."
Nausea overtakes me. Without wishing to cause alarm I raise one hand and press
it firmly against my temple.
You stretch back and extend your trim, trousered leg. The perfect picture of health.
"You're probably imagining that I've adopted American procedures and, in part,
I suppose I have. I certainly don't lay claim to total originality. Who can in this
business?" You shrug. "For me it's a matter of what works - and an inter professional
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marriage can, provided we avoid the excesses, things like . . . well, the Beautiful
Memory Picture for example."
1 look blank, confused, uncomprehending. My thoughts are fragmented; my
emotions in turmoil.
"You've heard of it surely?" you say. "Embalming followed by public display. The
techniques are amazingly advanced."
My lack of curiosity disappoints. You are used to my total absorption in your
work, my need to know and understand all that concerns you. Reticence you find
unbecoming.
For a moment you study my face, your gaze concerned.
"I don't condone it you know."
1 nod.
"It's detrimental - what else could it be?" you ask, hands upturned. But you
do not wait for an answer, your smooth, clear voice sailing over my silence with
details of painting and restructuring, colouring and cutting. Of bodies beautified.
I try not to listen, to obstruct the honeyed tones that describe the corpses peopling
my dreams.
The waves of panic rise. Moistured, manicured hands, their lifeless fingers
twitching, begin to move, to beckon.
You catch sight of my expression. I see your eyes through the haze that threatens
to obliterate all vision. You stop reluctantly.
"I'm boring you," you say with a slight trace of resentment.
I shake my head feebly.
"What is it then?" you ask. "Feeling squeamish?"
"No," I say, endeavouring to inject false liveliness into my words. "I'm just run
down and tired, that's alL"
You nod. "You work too hard. You always did. It'll catch up with you one day
if you don't start taking it easy."
I agree. Totally.
We look at each other across the room's sudden stillness. Now, my head urges,
speak.
You smile, a soft gentle smile and my resolve strengthens. I am tempted to throw
myself upon your knees and pour forth a story that has long been a daily part of
your working life. I am afraid. Mraid of my own mortality. I do not want to die.
"A couple of old workaholics," you say, still smiling. "We're two of a kind living for our careers and placing them before all others. But there's no point in
overdoing it, civilized though it be."
I stare hard into your face, forcing myself to remain both seated and outwardly
calm. I never put anything before you, I think dully, not even myself.
Your large, fine hands move emphatically. "You're no good to anyone if you bum
out. Not in my job certainly, nor in yours either I should imagine." The lines of
your face gradually change, your attention once again returning to the dead and
dying that hold your fit and able body captive. "Who would listen if I became an
embodiment of their fears?" you ask. "Not a soul. To be successful in my vocation
you have to look it - and that's impossible if stress and ill health stalk you every
step of the way. People have quite well defined concepts of death you know."
I nod, knowing. Knowing in every white cell of my body.
Your voice resonates, its fine timbre playing memories chords.
"... my reputation is based on confronting and allaying the stereotypes ..."
The words flow on. My muteness, my preoccupation means nothing. You do not
allow yourself to be distracted from your recitation.
Your eyes, focused on mine, see death in the abstract, body upon body counselled
and cremated. I am merely an audience, my presence precipitating your mental
journey through the past we once shared. Had you been anyone else I would have
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left, would have risen and walked out on your endless recollections. But because
of who you are, because of the past that binds us, I wait ... wait and watch as
the afternoon contracts, the hours shortening into minutes, the minutes into seconds
- precious seconds that slip so easily through my wasted hands.
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ANNE SEYMOUR

The Woman Next Door
She moved in two weeks ago, the woman next door. When I saw the furniture van,
I sent my two girls in to see if she needed anything. But she said no thank you,
that's kind, but everything is under control. I haven't felt like getting dressed up
and going in to say hello so I haven't met her yet. But I've seen her.
She looks about my age: forty-seven. I saw her in the garden the day after she
moved in. She looked neat and tidy even when she was gardening, with her hair
tied up in a pretty scarf. And she wore gardening gloves to protect her hands.
My hands were shaking as I held the curtains apart ever so slightly to peep at
her. Not because I was nervous: I've been rather tired and depressed lately and my
hands shake a lot. They disgust me. Look at them! Worn and old, brown blotches
on the back. Veins sticking up like miniature fig-tree roots spreading over dry ground.
The other day, I stroked one vein with my finger and watched the blood surge back
and the tiny root thicken up again. It fascinated me. I did it again and again. I did
it about thirteen times altogether.
My finger nails are cracked and broken. It can't be because of house work; I can't
be bothered doing more than the bare essentials these days.
Just look around this kitchen! Breakfast dishes are still on the sink and a fly is
wiping its feet on someone's soggy cornflake. The frying-pan smells of the greasy
left-overs of bacon and eggs. A half-biscuit lies in the dust between the refrigerator
and the cupboards. I tried to get it out with a broom handle the other day but I
only succeeded in pushing it farther out of reach. I really need to pull the refrigerator
out and clean around it. Perhaps next week. I might have more energy then.
The woman next door seems to have plenty of energy. In the garden the other
day, she worked fast, pulling out weeds and placing them in neat piles on the lawn.
When she finished, she stood up and arched her back. She untied her scarf and
shook out her curls.
I felt my own hair. Thick like straw and sticking out. Like a birch broom in a
fit, my mother used to say when I was fourteen. That was a long time ago and my
mother has been dead for years but my hair is just the same. Wild, like dry grass
in the wind but grey now instead of gold. I always wanted to let my hair grow long
when I was a girl but my parents wouldn't allow me to. They thought long hair
was untidy and my father used to cut it very short. Sometimes he made me look
so terrible that I didn't want to go to school. We had frightful rows about my hair.
The next time I saw the woman next door was on Saturday morning. She rushed
out to meet her son who had come to visit. (I had heard a car drive up and had
sneaked a look through the lounge-room curtains.) 1 could tell it was her son; he
looked so much like her.
I had a son. He would have been twenty-three yesterday. He died last year. Of
a form of cancer which gnawed away at him for four years. Everlasting years.
Relentlessly sucking out his vitality, tearing him from me.
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He had hair like mine used to be, thick and yellow like wheat in summer. His
eyes were deep dark brown. They used to sparkle until he got sick. After that, they
were dull stones. I loved his smile; it would light his whole face and crinkle his eyes
into slits. Even when he was so ill, he kept smiling. But it was a sick brave smile
and I think he used to force it, to comfort me.
He smiles at me now from a little frame on the kitchen shelf. When I look at
him, his smile goes wavy through my tears. I often pick up the little picture and
hold him to my breasts and rock him, rock him, gently.
Numbness shrouds me. White fogginess clouds my brain. Sometimes soundless.
Sometimes screamingly loud like a thousand ambulance sirens wailing in the cramp
of a nailed coffin. Requiescat in pace! What mother would choose a damp grave
as a resting .place for her son?
People say time heals but that's a cliche. Time only numbs, replaces sharp agony
with misty disbelief. People say life must go on. Life does go on, but I'm too weary
to catch up with it.
My son's name was Jason. I wonder what her son's name is, the woman next
door.
She was at her clothes line the other day when I was hanging out a bit of washing.
I gave her a little wave then hurried inside. How embarrassing! I still had my dressinggown on but she was neat in shirt and slacks. Time I got dressed!
While the bath was running, I took a long, hard look at myself in the mirror.
I wish I hadn't. For years, little crinkles had decorated my eyes. Smile lines I used
to call them, to comfort myself. Now the crinkles had fanned out like starved-thin
fingers creeping into my hair. Tiny rivulets ran north and south from my lips and
lipstick from the day before had oozed into the cracks. Unsightly! I remember hating
it on my mother's mouth. My mother said always put lipstick on, no matter how
low you feel. It will brighten you up, she said. But it doesn't work.
I stroked the two deep furrows that flowed from my nose to my lower jaw. I pinched
the sagging skin under my chin. I should rub some cream into my skin but I'm
always too tired for such pampering. I bet the woman next door uses cream on her
face and softener on her hands.
For more than an hour I lay in the bath, not wanting to leave its safe womb where
no one could disturb me or make demands on me.
I stared at my breasts in the mirror. Still small like a teenager's only not as firm.
I've always envied women with round creamy breasts, large and soft enough to
wobble when they hurry and to bulge over the top of a low-cut dress. Ever since
I was thirteen I've had a complex about my breasts. My mother said don't worry
dear they're a lovely shape. My sister said stop grumbling you lucky thing you only
need an A-cup size. Years later, my husband said he really preferred small breasts
but he spoilt it in bed when he said he wasn't sure which way I was facing. They
look all right if I hold them up with my hands or if I wear an underwired bra to
push them up. I bet the woman next door has lovely breasts; I've seen her lacy bras
on the clothes line.
I saw her again last week, sweeping her front verandah. I could hear her singing
as she worked. Does she belong to a choir I wonder.
When I was young, I used to sing a lot. I won a singing scholarship when I was
eighteen. It surprised a lot of people. You haven't got a chance, my family said.
You've only sung in the school choir; you haven't had any solo experience, my
teachers said. But my voice was rich and full and floated out with e8;Se. The judges
were impressed. For two years, I got high marks in exams. A promising voice, a
polished performer, the examiners wrote. Practise hard and you'll go a long way.
Then I got married and had the babies and the only singing I ever did was to sing
them to sleep when they cried. It's me who does the crying now because I'm too
old and tired to sing any more. The woman next door sings sweetly.
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She had a visitor yesterday. I chuckled; I wondered if he were her lover! He was
probably a minister of religion coming to say welcome, or an insurance agent. It's
none of my business. She doesn't look the sort who'd have a lover. But you need
to watch out for the quiet ones, my mother used to say. I never knew what I was
supposed to watch out for.
I had a lover once, years ago. We met on the beach. When I looked up from
my book, I caught him watching me. He gave me an embarrassed smile, a fascinating
grin. We got into conversation, mainly about the book I was reading. Mterward
I walked home with a spring in my step. Warmed inside.
The next day we met again; we hadn't exactly arranged it but we had looked
out for each other. Lying side by side on the sand, we soaked up the sunshine and
chatted animatedly. It was years since I had talked like that to anyone. We swam
together, splashing and laughing. I felt fresh, young. Restless with a new stirring.
Mter that, we met five days in a row. A closeness developed between us, an ease,
a trust. On the fifth day, he became serious and poured out his troubles to me and
I reached out my hand to touch his, for comfort. Our eyes met, and held. Excitement
charged through me like a current.
We made love on a sandy bed in a clump of shady ti-tree. Tenderly, yet with
a forceful urgency. Soaring into moments of exquisite excitement, purely physical,
then calming into a gentle awareness of each other and a sweet new understanding.
Melting into each other and not wanting to let go. I had never been held like that
before.
That night I couldn't believe what I had done. I tossed with guilt. Then with anger!
Why should I be condemned to know only years of hurried routine couplings with
my spouse?
We visited that shady cradle six times more. That season was special for me: I
came alive that summer, at forty-two years of age.
He transferred to another town in autumn and I missed him badly. I still miss
him.
He was a good tennis player, my lover. The woman next door plays tennis, too.
I've seen her carry her racquet out and sling it in the car. When I was a teenager,
I used to play tennis well. Our team often won trophies. I was slim and lithe and
played with style. But things changed after I got married. You can't take a tribe
of little babies to the tennis courts, can you? I didn't know anyone who'd look after
them. My husband couldn't because he was always toe busy with cricket or football.
He's still always busy at weekends with something or otlier. I wonder what the woman
next door's husband is like. I haven't spotted him yet; I've only heard him drive
off in the car each morning.
It's getting late! I've been watching her through the kitchen window for almost
an hour and its already eleven o'clock. I hate getting out of my quilted gown; it
buttons right up to the neck and keeps out the cold. I'll have to do something about
repla~ing these slippers. They're a nondescript grey now, but if you lift up the pompom on the left slipper you can tell that the color was once a soft mauve. The cat
ripped the right one off and I haven't sewn it back on yet. It's still sitting on the
kitchen bench; the mauve on the yellow-green laminex nauseates me. So does the
grime on the stove top but I can't be bothered scrubbing it off.
I can never decide what clothes to put on these days. I don't go out very often
so I usually just grab something loose and cosy for comfort around the house.
The woman next door has just gone out, all dressed up. One day, I'll get dressed
up and go in and visit her. But I'll wait until spring. I...might feel more like it by
then ...
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OLIVE PELL

The Question
Tell me how the note is pitched
from brain to throat?
What eye alchemy
permutes paper into song
violining with emotion
for bird beauty in the ear
nerves and muscles run
such accurate cadenzas.
We assume it all
even in the everyday
- to say one word
we know it heard
and that eye denotes the spot
from arm and torso
to hit the tennis ace.
We clap
that's all.
Don't pause to apprehend.
Co-ordination is the awful word
and the stunning precision of the unseen
that's perception.
Out of space
wonder wanders in seclusion
to star the everyday
- express the soundless mind.
Science measures weight in death
but can't denote the spirit
said in seances
to be caught on film.
Electric facts
switch dark to light
and leave the question.
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ROD MORAN

Suburban Garden Minutiae
Orchard
Like round and squat monks,
saffron robed, thinking the wind:
small ripe mandarins.

Relativity
The ferrous lizard,
mailed, gargantuan, steel-jawed,
erodes: the ants feast.

Hologram
The parrot's feather,
iridescent hologram,
contains a rainbow.

Risk
A white butterfly
tilts its lurching punch-drunk way
between the rose thorns.

Orchid
The orchid performs
a slow Tai Chi in the wind:
a Zen bird dancing.

Lizard
With a thin cold grin,
as if it had licked the sky:
the blue-tongued lizard.
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BRIAN MOON

ANAT 515: MASS LECTURE Thu 1.00-2.00
(The Economic Advantage)
No, not you Girl at the back had her hand up first In the pink . . . yes
Sorry?
Ah.
I know you can't see it from back there, dear;
that's why I'm describing it.
Fix it in your mind,
A fleshy looking lump,
Off yellow,
Like subcutaneous fat,
But the feel is different.
What?
Well there isn't time for you all to have a look;
Can't have the whole five hundred filing past,
Rubbing away at it:
Got another mob due in on the hour.
Practise?
Did you practise being born?
Just remember what I've said Yellow and granular.
All patients look the same on the inside:
You'll know it when you see it.
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JENNIFER MAIDEN

The Winter Baby
for my daughter Katharine Margot Toohey

So, babies are primal: Moore-sculpted rock
- rock from a flood as sleek as stone that has no more, no less than body warmth,
the warmth of the dusk sun.
Her strength
is absent-minded and wordlessly good,
a sleepsong sung in the key
of a satisfied short groan.
Her laugh
is as wide and wise as winter.
There is nothing filmy
nor flimsy about her.
She feeds as firmly
as the heart mills blood,
her needs as fair as Milton's God
and her eyes like night on water.
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PETER KIRKPATRICK

Tear Here
The bay is a spirit-level; a bubble
horizoned between the heads, where you come
to find your own horizon, the sea-level
within: where those thin sheets of water
yawn up the bay's rubbish, feeling your own
made innocent as seashells.
Ah, but not
so fast. The sand is thickly rugged in weed
littered with the ghost armour of sea-urchins
and dead birds sprawled like dishevelled stars;
sea-slugs as big as livers are rolled doughily
by the tide: there's a dying going on,
deeper than you can say, speechless.
It's a slow poison, this field of sea,
just like that person you try most to believe in,
whose thoughts return the scuttled love words
that struggled to find harbour in you here:
they break with the remorseful shallow tide
that gives back a human waste of bent cans
and plastic bags refIlled with algae.

Tear here:
the perforations of your footfalls
are the only lines you truly understand,
marking off the water's wrinkled gladwrap
from the stale place you inhabit in your words.
And where do you imagine here can be?
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It has no end, no sentence and full-stop
without you - but so many things can die,
are dead in you, so many lifetimes
loved and shut away, or walking off
along some different beach on the sharp fringe
of winter, where the tide goes on unpacking
its dead picnic for someone else; someone
who's also you, who's also here:

Tear here.
Down below the level of the even bay
you wonder what might happen without words to need,
keeping you in place; where here becomes hereafter
in a breath, and the land of water
holds you in its cold mind for an instant,
then forgets, and you're uplifted with the sand,
unsaid along with other silent endings,
like the items of the tide around you.
And here at last the little shells you feel
beneath your feet that are the sea's own bones
become the endless dead you tread upon, you are.
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JOHN WINTER

The Bird Man
In wooded, pitted, Lawrence country,
Our windows stayed always open:
Robin, chaffmch, thrush and woodcock
Fed daily from our table.
Our sideboard gathered droppings
As proud neighbours' never gathered dust.
No bathroom ever stank as ours
When butcherbirds hung their prey.
In twilight evenings you gathered friends
To sit and talk of birds, always birds.
Old Matt the poacher sat
With Detective-Sergeant Brand The lion and the lamb.
(But who was lion, who was lamb,
When each had lost an eye to shot?)
I sat beneath the stuffed white owls
Listening to Bevis read as slow
As all those birds must have died.
I grew to hate your cruelty
As much as the love you gave
To anything that flew.
You gave nothing to our mother,
Save intimations of life's meaning
Found in pits of rooks' stomachs.
Once only did I love you:
High in rheumatic fever,
Your collier's arms held me
Three black shifts through.
Now, forty pheasant-seasons later,
Brought blind to this new land
Where every bird's accent puzzles you,
Longing for the beat of wings under eaves,
You let me carry you, child-light,
In silence to your bed, your last kick
A refusal to die on anything but feathers.
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JOHN WINTER

Printing James McAuley
during the Falklands War
First proof, first revise:
Set flush left, flush right,
Your prose moves neither
Left nor right, but drives
Straight down the page
Into the world-river of
Black on white.
Tonight we print letterpress.
Grey compromise of litho
That keeps your meaning on the surface,
Jumble of serifs forced by
Magnetic impulse into hasty marriage,
Do not suit your clarity.
As the saw cuts deep
To mitre raised initials,
Slits flesh-soft metal
To keep your line level
(Your line that is level with life),
Ravens fly blood-splashed and
Stick cracked beaks through crazed
Heads of children gone silly
As geese on an Atlantic green.
Your Trakl holds steady Scarce a change in the copy But tells the horror in order
As in disorder too.
Quiet tap, tap tap
Of type in the stick as
Falklands voices fade and swell.
A double, a missed phrase;
Literals appear fast as Exocets or lies.
It is time to put the press to bed.
Tomorrow, with platen, ink, damped paper,
Black art in three dimensions,
We'll try to set things right.
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KNUTE SKINNER

August 15
There's a light drizzle today at half ten.
The ground moistens, and the dry, yellow grass.
Our two donkeys shelter under a spruce
and note the absence of the scorching sun.
(The foal's so young he thinks that he was born
in a Middle Eastern country known as Ireland.)
I made a fire this morning for the first time
since the last day it rained, six weeks ago.
Then, when I went out front to check the downpipe,
some steady drips were wetting the rain barrel.
I had to admit to myself that I felt at home
and laughed at our swim suits still pinned to the line.
You'd need to stand in one spot to get wet,
but even so it feels nearly like rain.
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KNUTE SKINNER

February in Bellingham
Today I don't want to meet
with the Graduate Studies Committee.
I want to put on my heavy
jacket and myoid boots
and trudge up the wet soil
through Micky's field.
I will pick up sticks for the range
(to give the occasion purpose)
and stop a time to inspect
the spring well.
Then, standing high on the flagstone
top of the watertank,
legs braced against
the Atlantic wind,
I will take a long look down
on the Kerry mountains.
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M.E. PATTI WALKER

The Hook
"Aren't you afraid of being attacked?" says my fare.
"Only by Base and other drivers," I reply.
Later, someone asserts I'm game. Base tells cars
LOOK OUT FOR A SHARK, HE'S SKINNED TWO
TAXIDRIVERS.
Two fishy characters give me the run-around
finishing Beside The Sea. *
My next encounter, a Mr Groby, shoots back-handed
compliments.
I'm running late, take a wrong turn, shortchange my passenger
weigh any threat from him with my vulnerability with Base.
An electric-eel-like lady in a raincoat, seats herself beside me.
There's something sticking out from underneath her armpit.
"is th ... that ... thing real?" I gasp.
"Oh, no," she laughs, "It's a toy machine gun,
I've been to a fancy-dress party." When I drop her
ten minutes later, I'm still shaking like a jelly-fish.
Tonight, other peoples' insecurities rub off on me

* Street in Mona Vale, Sydney.
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JOHN WILLIAMSON
and RON RUDOLPHY
Interview with Mudrooroo Narogin (Colin
Johnson)
Q

You are a member of Bibbulmun Tribe - you were brought up in the
wheatbelt town of Beverley and left there at the age of nine - did you live
in the township or in the much publicised fringe dwelling which exist outside
white country towns?
MN Well once upon a time I was thinking of doing an autobiography and I was
going to call it "We Lived in a House" because we were, I think, the only
Aboriginal family there who lived in a house and this was just an old shop
or something on the outskirts, the furniture was very little and there was only
cold water and no refrigerator or that stuff. But we lived in a house and I
think this was quite important - I think in Wild Cat Falling the mother
is very conscious of living in a house as it could mean certain things like getting
widow's pension and so on that could prove that we could live like a white
person.
Q
Can you give us some of your other impressions as a young boy in this sort
of environment?
MN Well it depends - when I was really young I loved the bush and would wander
everywhere so I don't understand, say, city people so much because my early
upbringing was in the country, but then again in this Beverley no-one would
talk to us because we were black, and we had very little contact with the
white population in that town, and then again schools were segregated and
all of the black children who did go to school had to sit in certain desks away
from the white people and the rest of it. So my impressions of my early life
was that town was really bad but the bush was really good.
Q
When did you really grasp the significance of the Aboriginal heritage, was
that at an early age?
MN Well it was more a question of realising that I was not white. My mother
was very conscious of our colour and sort of instilled that in us, and then
it was only so my Aboriginality was always there for mixing with people and
so on, but it was not a sort of conscious thing, sort of various things
unconsciously entered into my life, like knowing how to get certain types of
bush tucker and things like that these are just there.
Q
Have you noticed any changes in the attitude of the white country
communities towards the Aboriginal?
MN Well I would say people are worse now and one of the reasons is that the
Aboriginal people are not so willing to accept their oppression these days and
they are willing to get up and stand up for their rights and when this happens
there is a sort of backlash and we saw in Wiluna when Aboriginals voted
and got a majority of councillors on the town council, immediately white
people take up a petition to split the shire in half and this is fucking our
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apartheid man, this is what this is and this is what a lot of country towns are
like. These people hate Aboriginals and a lot of Aboriginals know this now.
Aboriginals comprise some three percent of the Australian population, yet
they occupy some thirty percent of the prison cells. I understand you yourself
spent some time as a youth in various institutions. Why do you think this
has occurred?
I think one of the reasons why so many young Aboriginal kids ends up in
gaol is because they don't have any stake in the large society around them,
that they are treated as separate and are victimized as soon as they are
conscious of realising their position, and because they have no stake in the
wider society they do stupid things like steal cars and so on. This is happening
all the time and it's still happening.
Do you find then that this reflects many of the problems facing Aboriginal
youths today?
Well the problems facing Aboriginal youths are or is the sort of underlying
racism in Western Australian society, and Aborigines are very conscious of
this and so a lot of Aboriginals, especially those who are sensitive or don't
like it, want to rebel against it. Usually how they do this is by doing some
sort of crime and so end up in gaol. It's very difficult for Aboriginals to enter
into white society and accept their values now. One of the things is that, say
in my case and a lot of other Aborigines who were institutionalised, we more
or less learn how to fit into just about any type of situation, especially an
institution. So that is why we live in a society. Now other Aboriginal people
have adjusted in different ways to the white society, like one old guy King
Wally, who was sort of famous for his bringing the hunter into an urban
situation like Perth and surviving very well as a hunter and getting money
by different types of tricks and so on, and he was a perfect example of how
an Aborigine can survive in white society without selling out. And this is the
problem - that selling out - that happens to too many Aborigines once
they get a job, once they get a salary of say twenty five thousand they start
feeling white inside.
In your collection of poetry The Song Circle of Jacky you have highlighted
the problems of, the Aborigines in the penal system particularly "Death of
a Poet ': In view of the death in custody of John Patt, Charlie Michael, Robert
Walker and others - do you feel that there is such a significance in the
treatment of Aboriginals by the police and prison officers?
Well the police are what you consider a sort of colonial force making sure
that the Aboriginals don't get out of their place, and don't get too upity, and
therefore any Aboriginals who do start protesting and talk back to policemen
end up in gaol and when they go before a judge they usually get longer
sentences, even for little things. This happens all the time and so Aboriginal
prisoners are treated differently. And white people regard the Aborigine as
a conquered people, and so if the Aboriginal people stand up for their rights
they find themselves in fucking Freo.
Although you have stated that Wild Cat Falling is not an autobiography are there parts in the novel that have actually been drawn from your life?
Well it's very interesting that question because what happens at the end of
Wild Cat Falling is that he looks up into the eyes of a policeman and asks
'did that cop really die' and the cop says 'no he didn't' and he feels this rush
of gratitude in his heart for not killing the policeman. So when this happened
recently, and I will get back to it later on, is that because I was at an Aboriginal
National Theatre they had a convention in Canberra, and there was so many
people around, and also I had written a script of Wild Cat Falling based
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on the novel, then by mixing with all these brilliant Aboriginal people I had
all of these characters and I started re-writing Wild Cat Falling. Naturally
it's changed now but what would have happened if an Aboriginal had shot
a policeman like he had, he would end up in gaol for so many years, so
naturally I didn't end up in gaol for so many years, so this is not all
autobiographical, but bits and pieces are like say the treatment I received at
Clontarf.
At or about the time of Wild Cat Falling, you accepted the Buddhism
philosophy as your own, to the extent of spending seven years in India, and
became a monk. How have your beliefs contributed to Colin Johnson, the
writer, the man, and the Aboriginal?
Well I regard Buddhism, as I have said before, as the sort of backbone of
my personality, of my life, and so it is of the utmost importance to me. This
is one of the reasons why I went to India and South East Asia, to understand
the real Buddhism and then again, Buddhism preaches a great degree of
tolerance towards every other faith and so I accept this, but it does not teach
you to accept intolerance.
Does being a Buddhist conflict in any way with your traditional Aboriginal
beliefs and Aboriginal culture.
Well, the area around Perth we know as Rainbow Serpent Country, or Woggle
Country, and Buddhism comes over the top of any indigenous belief so it
doesn't interfere, it's a way of salvation or a WErj of life and it does not interfere
with any indigenous belief at all, so there is no conflict.
During your seven years in India how and where did you live?
Well I lived in Calcutta and then from Calcutta I went to Darjeeling and
I had a Tibetan teacher just outside Darjeeling - Caliru Potchei and I spent
some time there and then I went across to Dare Salaam and Dalhousie on
the other side of the Himalayas where as you know Darjeeling is the eastern
side of the Himalayas and the western side is Dalhousie and also Dare Salaam
where the Dalai Llama has his government in exile. So I spent some time
there and in my last year in India I was at Sirriup where Buddha preached
his first sermon and that was next to Banaris.
Could you give us any insight of the life in a Buddhist monastery in India?
Well, being a Buddhist Monk is not that strict. It relies on yourself, and you
can make that as strict as you want to or as loose as you want to. But it
does give you opportunity to live a Buddhist life like a monk, so you can
understand that aspect of Buddhism, and then you have time to study and
time to meditate, and these things are very important in Buddhism. So you
learn all these things and then by begging in the streets, you understand you
have reliance on other people, that you are not really separated from society,
but you have to rely on society to support you and so you can't really do
anything wrong because you are becoming a hypocrite, seeing that you are
not repaying society in the proper way.
What were some of the problems you had to confront in India, particularly
in relation to the change of life style, cultural values and social structure?
The one thing about India and that of the position of an Aboriginal in
Australia is really not that much difference in life style. That if you were born
an Aboriginal in Australia at that time, in the I960s, and went to a place
like India, the sort of level of poverty was more or less similar and again
being institutionalised in Clontarf and Freo and so on and learning how to
fit into such places, there wasn't that much cultural shock and so it was very
easy. One thing about Indian Society too is that they are segregated into castes
and subcastes and so on, so for a person to enter Indian society it is very
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easy because you don't belong to any castes. But you are most likely to have
your own caste so there is no effect, and it's very easy to live in India because
of this, but your behaviour is more or less how your caste behaves.
Q
What about when you came back to Australia, did you find it difficult after
seven years to settle into Australian society?
MN I remember getting off at the airport at Melbourne, because that is where
I was living at the time, and settling back into one of these modern cars and
thinking it's so luxurious man, and then that it was a different world then
because since I was away from Australia for seven years things had really
changed, and in India they had an old Ambassador car which was a Morris
Major or something, which is a sort of rattle trap type car. So this was a
taste of lUXUry and then it was hot water and things like that. But what really
hit me was the overwhelming materialism of Australia. Like you go into a
supermarket and if you have been out of the environment for a while it is
sort of a physical shock - you have six brands of baked beans. How do
you choose which brand of baked beans you want because in India you either
had one brand of baked beans and usually you could not afford western food
anyway, and so I used to run out of supermarkets, I couldn't go in, only I
had a wife then, my first wife, and she was sort of an angry lady and she
forced me into these situations, otherwise I wouldn't have ventured in these
for the rest of my life, so it was a definite culture shock.
Q
In hindsight what was the most striking image you retain in your mind about
your travels and religious instruction in India?
MN I think it was my contact with my Tibetan teacher and I will never forget
him, also the Tibetan people who I consider had one of the best cultures
in the world and one of their major exports, for example, were books, and
then again the materialism wasn't very much there at all. Also, society was
not so open to oppression and power hungry people as other societies are,
and Tibetan people were reasonably very happy and this was the case in most
Buddhist countries. So I think Buddhism sort of has a beneficial influence
on societies such as Burma, Thailand and so on, and this is seen in that once
upon a time people were happy, but the Western influence came in and they
usually destroyed very quickly.
Q
As an Aboriginal writer in a largely white literary world, did you feel that
you were ever placed on a patronising show piece pedestal by critics and
academics?
MN Well there is a problem, if you are an Aboriginal writer, that you never know
how good you are because either you are being patronised by someone or
you are being put down by other ones, so you are caught in between, and
this gives a certain kind of stress in, say, your writing, especially if you are
critical, that you have to sort of judge how good your work is. There was
a problem with the Song Circle of Jacky when it had a readers report from
the Aboriginal Arts Board, and there was quite a few criticism there, and
I think they were invalid, in fact. Certain adjectives were going to be deleted,
like to the idealistic spinning wheel which refers to the congress party in India
and also Gandhian philosophy, so that work idealistic had to remain,
otherwise it didn't make sense and these are comments I didn't accept at all.
But then again Dr Wooreddie, my third novel, which has been praised by
lots of people, I dislike, but people tell me they like it best.
And again, academically, they always want the token Aborigine around,
anyway, and so I think you more or less have to accept that position if you
are going to do any good, and use the tokenism aspect of it seeing the
Aborigines are sort of hunters to survive, and get ahead and make other people
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get ahead too. So Aboriginals have to enter this token situation and try to
use this as best they can.
Q
Has your writing ever been the cause, or contributed. to problems of conflict
in your own personal life?
MN Well, recently I was trying to write at night and also to teach during the day,
and my social life suffered to a great extent. The other week I was talking
to a group of Aboriginal students and one of the questions asked was do you
mix with Aboriginal people, and I was sitting there and was really serious
and saying no. It's the problem of pressure of work, and so usually I can't
mix with people socially, I have lots of friends and so this is the problem
- this is the main problem.
Q
Do you have a major group ofprojects be it prose or poetry on the drawing
board at the moment?
MN Well I had mentioned before about re-writing Wild Cat Falling, which has
turned into a different project entirely, although there is still a certain degree,
of intellectuality there and references back to Wild Cat Falling and also pieces
taken out of it, but what has happened it's now called Novel Cooree Script,
and it went from sort of doing 'Wild Cat'to doing movie pictures and now
it's Novel Cooree Script, and it refers back to when I wrote a .script of Wild
Cat Falling, and the person I wrote it for was trying to flog it, and said it
was not good and all the rest of it, and so I started thinking about how I
would like to see Wild Cat Falling be done as a film. So I decided to write
a novel about it. Since I was at the Aboriginal Theatre Conference I have
all these different characters to draw and so it makes an interesting complex
plot. At one stage I was thinking about using Creole script but then I decided
that not very many people can read the Creole script anyway, so I might
as well stick to standard English script and drop out the h's and n's and g's
and so on, so it could more or less be read by more than people who could
read Creole.
Q
Do you see any more poetry coming from yourself, maybe a sequel to the
Song Circle of Jacky?
MN Well, I wrote the Song Circle of Jackie more or less to sum up one part of
my life. The poems extended to the early 1970s, so they sum up what I was
feeling up to 1984. Mter that I wrote Dalwurra, a long poem, which is about
forty pages long and that is a step forward; and then after that I had to go
to Edinburgh for the Commonwealth Literary Conference, and going back
to England was like a death trip for me, as I hope you realise.
At that time I was reading and listening to Jabig series of songs from the
Northern Territory, so I used one song as a starting point from this and wrote
a series of poems in Singapore, India and Edinburgh and so on, and the poem
I used was Dalwurra, who is an Ancestral Dream bird. It's a Black Bittern,
so he more or less flies out of England and back again and has adventures.
It's very interesting that once you do get back into your Aboriginality, once
you do start using Aboriginal motifs and totems and so on, you have a new
outlook on the world and are interested in the world in a different way. You,
more or less become that bird and you enter into other peoples mythology,
like the Woggle and the Scottish Loch Ness Monster.
Q
Land rights, are they a recurring theme in your prose and poetry? What do
Aboriginal people really expect from land rights, in particular urban
Aboriginals?
MN Well what we want is acknowledgement that we own the whole of Australia,
an acknowledgement of our sovereignty over Australia. From this sort of
negotiating position, we want all Aboriginal lands which have traditional
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lands or which have been taken over, we want more or less some sort of rent
to be paid which is reparation for the stealing of the land. This money will
be used to further the urban Aboriginal people socially, economically and
so on, and this is how it should be done and can only be done. But Aboriginal
people don't want to own Perth and Melbourne and so on, but they want
compensation for it, and urban people want this compensation and that is
why land rights is important for urban Aboriginal people too.
As we are all aware, land rights has really dominated Aboriginal politics for
many years now. Do you think there are other areas of Aboriginal culture
and heritage that are being forgotten?
I don't think so, because in Aboriginal thinking everything comes from the
land. So land contains everything in every aspect of our culture. So once we
have our land rights, we'll have all the other cultural rights.
Following the major achievements of the Aboriginal movement during the
Whitlam and early Fraser years, what do you think have been the greatest
stumbling blocks in recent years?
Well, I think it's the Australian Labor Party.
When the lAbor Party in Western Australia came into government, did they
maintain a status quo, or did you go backwards?
Well, if we take Western Australia as an example, we have really gone
backwards, and with the Labor government in Canberra who had this
wonderful platform containing all sorts of Aboriginal aspirations, these have
been deliberately destroyed, and the Aboriginal people cannot expect very
much from the Hawke government and possibly even worse from a Liberal
government.
I suppose, in a way, the government is treating the Aboriginal movement as
just another lobby group it has to contend with?
Well to a certain extent the Hawke government and Western government
might think we are just another lobby group, but the Aboriginal people know
that they are not just another lobby group, that this is their country.
As an Aboriginal can you feel a positive undercurrent of change in the
attitudes of white Australians to the Aboriginal people and their present
causes?
Well, I think because Aboriginal people in the 1960s and 1970s became
politically active, refused to sit down and take it any more, that white people
did come to terms with not only Aboriginal people themselves, but Aboriginal
culture, and then again the only Australian thing in Australia is Aboriginal
culture. Everything else is a European import and so people overseas, if they
want to know about Australia, want to know about real Australian culture
and Aboriginal people, and not something which comes from Europe and
which usually Europeans or Americans can do very much better than
Australians. I refer here to their literature and so on, which is usually copies
of American or English literature.
How do you see yourself within the Aboriginal movement?
Well, the Song Circle of Jacky and Dalwurra were written to sum up my
political position, and also to state this is what's happening to Aboriginal
people, and this is what Aboriginal people want, and to some sort of degree
they are like bullets, machine gun bullets going everywhere, and they have
that force behind them. Now with my long poem, which is called 'Perth
Stained in Blackness', I wrote that as my gift to the Bicentennial of Australia,
and after I had written it, I heard that 'gift' in German means poison, so
that's what I mean.
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Q

What are the implications of the Bicentennial year to the Aboriginal
movement and to yourself?

MN

Well, to a certain extent, some Aboriginal people, especially Kevin Gilbert,
are seeing it as a possible last chance for Aboriginals to get justice, that what
Aboriginal people should have is a treaty negotiated between the Aboriginal
people and white people, as collective wholes, and we don't want this debate
between Labor and Liberal politicians - about what Aboriginal people want,
and what they can have and what they can't have - which we have seen
all along. We want negotiations between Aboriginal people and white people,
and this should take place in 1988. Secondly, as for my point of view on the
Bicentennial, I see it just as, sort of, celebrating not only the wholesale genocide
of Aboriginal people, which happened over the last two hundred years, but
also celebrating the arrival of rather a nasty system.

Magabala's
latest title -

The book that could change
Australian consciousness nine lives - and they needed them!
"This is a story which needs to be told, it is an opportunity for city dwellers
to understand the bloody and violent process of colonisation and to see
the Aboriginal view of Government policy. The book tells the truth of the
destructiveness of colonisation hidden for so long from our community."
WA's Premier - Mr Dowding

Available now in all retail outlets.
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GEOFF GOODFELLOW

Too Much
Dianne is 14 years young
but years older slim & attractive
with spiky blonde hair
& wears black clothes
over milky white skin
she's been placed
in a community home
cos her mum's boyfriend
loves her
too much& too often
it's for her protection
but she can't always
be protected
right now
she's on a course
of self destruction
has found something
that can't be taken
& covered her arms
in aggression swastikas
love hearts
crucifixes
&FTW
in bold blue
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i say

hiDi
let me guess
Frederick Thomas Walton
Frank Terrance Wilson
Frances Tony Whyte
NO she says

FUCK THE WORLD
& from her black look
she might.
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SHANE McCAULEY

South Fremantle, Summer
Who calls here, despite the sun, is
Welcomed easefully into the high-vaulted
House. My heart an aeroplane
Flying in lazy circles, the future
A series of spires and spirals.
In dark shops lettuces sweat slightly
on their shelves. Fruits glisten.
Posters flap from walls, revealing
Faded ancestors. Commerce thrives
Un-noisily. Clouds slump on the sky.
At night we vaguely find a compass
In the stars, those early patrons
Of our club; the breeze passes
With the day's sea on its breath.
Oh yes - survival is of words, and kisses.
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SHANE McCAULEY

Firefighter
In this desperate smoke of evening
Each is on his own against a violent
But unmalevolent enemy.
We have already lost the sun.
The wind changes. There are unnameable
Things inside us.
Death is taunting us
With a vast red blanket.
The air itself begins to melt.
I turn and run. The first
Exulting flame
Leaps on to my ankle
Like a small flickering spur.
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JEAN KENT

Waiting Out the Drought
Waiting for rain in the wheatlands,
the grownups barometer my moods.
The smallest insult clouds my sky.
They look out over cracking blacksoil plains
and I fear the lightning strike in their joke:
"Lennox Walker says rain on the twenty-fifth,
but here comes one little thundercloud now."
Six years of age and as flat as the paddocks
after tractors have rolled them,
in the garden of toasted coconut grass
and roses which fall apart
while my cousins fly bomber planes crashing
into a Germany of grapevines and bindiis,
I watch a butterfly capture sun
and fold it - into its wings.
We only float a minute.
Then the glitter is grounded.
A cat must be fed, a room tidied, a month
of Womens Weeklies like dropped handkerchiefs
aaa-tish-ooed off the sitting room floor.
Beyond the house and garden
black crows fall like flags at half mast
over cattle skulls and land all rocks and darkness,
fertile but cracked, thirsty as a vase.
Carefully I step over its opening throat the only flowers on its flaked lips
bluebells, the frantic dust
of gum stamens
and some small
tomatoey-petalled things
which hide their faces in their hands
and will not be consoled, no matter
how I nurse them after digging them
from the heat and dragging them home.
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I'm six years of age and the only
source of rain. Mirages in my eyes
loosen the grip of black earth on sky.
Wheatfields swim. Telegraph poles dip, diving
into heatwaves. The one road out of here
fumes and slithers through willy-willy dust,
fading like the bow in my hair
which so quickly gets tired.
On the long verandah in the heat,
the grownups tap laconic veins,
their voices like divining rods
aiming for deep, necessary bores. "Lennox
Walker says ..." My lashes rainbow
and their voices, diaphonous and thin as dragonflies
land on a vision of wet leaves. The sky
stings and spreads - blue, blue, only blue.
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STEPHEN MAGEE

Jesus Falls, South Australia
The sight and sound and feel of gardens after dawn
even in summer silence
wet on the grass.
But most of all the air a ghost of afternoons
cutting clear through muggy years of work and money.
Bent around decisions and the edges of history
the air beams to light on your mouth. Lies
are forgotten, and love is something minor,
buried with the day ahead.
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STEPHEN MAGEE

Respublica
Lovers' plans are the plots of angels
raging against formulae. After school
and after law, 0 what is left of angels
and their lovers.
Corruption
and decay in childhood manners rise together,
angels hold above it for a while - they talk
of crises, meaning love, and the irrelevance of fugues.
'Til one day there is a lease more real than love,
your day in court more satisfying than a kiss.
The illegality of loving angels
is understood;
the punishment is peace and worse with years.
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SIMON BROWN

Blue Hole, Santo
the colour of cobalt, a hard metallic depth
fed through chalked limestone that layers
aeons of dead coral like a white pall
we first see it after rumbling by plantations
and cows, the calcerous skeletons of Corsairs
and a landing field deserted by war
(but not by tall coarse grasses and trees
with blades for trunks)
then a glimpse of blue, a flash amid all
the green, lost as the car circles another
stand of encroaching rainforest
when the journey finally ends
we are taken by surprise
I suppose we were expecting waterfalls
the Hole is a mouth, sixty feet deep
that smiles around its own tongue you cannot forget its colour, it burns itself
into your memory until all else is hidden
by shock - long, weeping branches hang
over the water, expecting something
it is one of the hottest days
our neoprene suits cook us
short of breath, pained by our discovery
we pull on our tanks and slip
into the cool, inviting question
we enter a cathedral
sitting on the bottom we look up
the surface is a series of revolving mirrors
reflecting blue then letting sunlight
yellow, luminous, spear through
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we scrabble among coconut husks
the decapitated fruit of paradise
discover springs, new blood for
the marvellous mouth, and snails
sporting three horns, the little knights
of a little world, this cobalt dream
the roots of water cress dangle like
Ophelia's hair, reeds form in Doric
columns dressed in algae
fine as silk, it is fairy tale time
I retrieve a small rock
the colour of the Hole
but when I see it on the surface
the blue has gone
and only the rock remains
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CONAL FITZPATRICK

A Brown Dog, Off A Chain
In Queensland when weather-cocks brew up a storm,
and the isobars panic, and draw circles round the eye,
and birds in their element sail off to nowhere
on the certain extent of their wings,
(a reverse updraft swimming)
two men with hats will take stock at a bar,
pause barely an instant,
and call up the wind marks of memory:
of The Big Blow That Year (at Christmas it was!)
of a city undoing itself,
of The One in Sixty-Two (odds always against us!)
and of flattening Athena (that foreigner wreaking white havoc!)
and sooner, (unlikely)
or later when the talking is tall,
like the glass army, dead marines mounting before them
as high as the clock on the wall,
the dog is brought out
as a totem, a gauge,
and at the height of the reefwind
is torn like a leaf off its chain.
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STEPHEN HALL

A Shred of Evidence
Her pale skin fades from insistence
like a border town where the nation
is hardly sung and language is hybrid.

In a province of memory her days
are marginal, letters smelling of dust
and the sweat of children, intermittent.
Disputed territory, the border twitching
like a vein, sometimes they're in the same
country, sometimes she's a foreigner.
Part of another popUlation, assumed
by a twilight offensive - though old maps
still draw them together and pictures
of them holding hands, her stroking a cat
are thin evidence of those lost lands.
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PAUL HETHERINGTON

One Room
In teeming rain this disregarded place
puts on rare beauty: sinuous sticks
shine that minutes ago were dry as dust,
and toughened leaves seem newly reaching out
as if to cradle all the wet they can,
softened, like small hands joined to gather
water from a tap to wash hot faces
after toil at sums, or pulling clumps
of withered grass. And I recall how we
would pull at recess from the wall the grass
that threatened with fire our drab one-room school,
a place that was a haven of respite
from the awesome heat and miles of glaring wheat.
One room a sanctuary,
where books and pretty drawings and some desks
meant we were proper students, that we'd know
how to escape the failing yellow crops
that hardly fed us, or fed our failing hope.
Returning now the school is closed reveals
the broken wall smeared with an umber stain,
scrawled with graffiti. Old bits of wood,
asbestos and rusty iron
make a paltry, broken heap of junk,
bits of a dream, in unseasonal rain.
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REVIEWS
Mars, Arthur Boyd and Peter Porter, London,
Andre Deutsch, 1988, lllp.

Mars, an entire book of poems written to
commission on the subject of war? explored
through dry old Greek mythology? and then
brought out in an expensive glossy edition of
poems and pictures which the dust-jacket
proudly and rightly calls "beautifully produced"?
Come on, wrong from the start surely. This kind
of response to Mars, Peter Porter's fourth
collaboration with Arthur Boyd, is at one and
the same time too facile and yet irresistible and
contained within the book itself.
Porter's poems start from the commissioned
subject but are in no way limited by it. While
-!J?rs is the product of two artists my interest
IS In the poetry rather than in Boyd's cartoons
which with their compulsive exploration of
carnality associated with violence complement
Porter's poems. In the 1987 essay on his
collaborations "Working with Arthur Boyd"
(published in Westerly, no. I, March 1987: 6978), Porter describes the process of the
collaborations with Boyd:
I have been given the subject and allowed to
develop it as ~ saw fit,. being simply plonked
down on a Wide-ranging theme and told to
write poems to it. Arthur would then do the
pictures in whatever form he fancied and the
end product would be the two sets of
artworks issued together in a book. (1987, 70)
I~ may well be that Mars, particularly coming
stratght after Porter's recent and much more
attractive volume The Automatic Oracle
(Oxford, 1987), will subside from attention to
settle in footnotes of future Porter-studies.
Paradoxically the glossy production may grease
the slopes for the book's descent from attention.
Should this prove the case it will be the reader's
loss, for, even against the weightier The
Automatic Oracle, Mars offers ample challenges
and rewards. Porter has affirmed the
importance he places on his collaborations, and
hopes "that Mars will turn out to be our most
successful collaboration so far" (1987, 78).
Porter's poetry is by now well known and
admired for its inventive, intelligent and
questioning temper which embraces contradiction. The radical sceptic whose hermetic selfreflexive fictions despair of his own attempts at
communication exists between the same covers
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as the socially engaged satirist and moralist. In
Mars, Porter brings the conflicting tendencies to
what is perhaps their most extreme testing site
in his work to date - the extended exploration
of war and poetry. Porter knows the easy if
fundamental questions, and looks for answers
that will satisfy sooner than please. He also asks
questions that the reader becomes aware of only
after the event. It is part of the poet's
achievement in Mars that he is able to revitalize
and explore the topic while dressing the loosely
connected sequence in the faded old repertory
wardrobe of classical mythology.
The relationship of power and violence to
culture, of war to poetry (or the other way
around), has troubled Western-derived cultures
since Homer set down the agenda. Through his
mythological material drawn directly from both
The Iliad and The Odyssey, Porter calls attention
to the central position held by the masculinist
warrior tradition in our culture.
The relation of war to culture raises
fundamental questions for Western Humanism.
For the poets an immediate aspect of the
problem is their role. Reliance on patronage
inevitably means praising the warrior-bosses
and glorifying the brutality which underwrites
privilege. Language is implicated inextricably in
the blood sports. Porter suggests: "Wherever
language came from/ it learned to please its
masters soon enough:/it gives a certain cachet
to the dead" (p.1Ol). The topic calls into question
the pedagogic moral efficacy of culture, the
value of poets as unacknowledged educators and
legislators. A~den, who loathed Shelley's
definition, continued to engage with political
issues, from "Spain" to "The Shield of Achilles".
The poet, seemingly for his own sake as a human
being, had to write what he elsewhere declared
was futile.
Porter, writing with his intense investment in
the tradition of erudite yet "cosy" conversation
invigorated by Auden, is also troubled with the
political question. In Mars, he wonders whether
writing about the violence and suffering of
others is an act of more than a little bad faith.
Is the poet making capital out of irijustice,
creating self-aggrandising "beautifully produced" artefacts out of real horror and
oppression? Or is that in fact art's justification
and glory? Porter questions further, asking
whether it may not prove that violence is at the
centre of and sustains art in the individual and
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society, or, in the terms of the mythology, Mars
is the "natural" consort for Venus. Perhaps it is
such violence which a culture, through its rituals
and ceremonies, "naturalises" and makes
invisible. Perhaps poetry in refocussing on the
culture's central myths can make the violence
visible and so allow some purchase on it. Even
if poetry may have this power, Porter suggests
at other times, it carries no weight with the hardheaded pragmatic figures who use or live by
socially legitimised violence, Mars and the gods
of the social pages, and these rather than the
powerless pay the poet's bills.
Mars offers a range of poetic styles,
incorporating a diversity of voices and attitudes
toward the subject. At times speaking in
dramatis personae the poems enact aspects of
the subject rather than delivering authorial
pronouncements. These poems, often dramatic
monologues or often drifting into and out of the
novelist's technique of free and indirect
discourse, enact aspects and attitudes which
many readers will find unpalatable. The
technique of the often unreliable, often
distasteful, narratorial centre is familiar in the
Modernist novel, although not so in modern
poetry dominated as it is by the personal lyric
and the expectations engendered of confronting
somehow a companionable guide; it forces
readers to search for an irony which enables the
construction of an authorial position where they
can find their values comfortably reflected.
There are a number of poems delivered by no
set character and while these tempt the reader
to reconstruct some core authorial position
Porter subverts such endeavours through the
diversity of styles from the bardic swoop of his
virtuoso parody of Dies [raes and his "minisagas", through Whitmanesque catalogues,
prose-poetry, to doggerel like "An average boy
of average guilt,/ he often used to wank,/ but now
the knob his hand is on/is on a Chieftain tank"
(p.l04). Continually the poems enact questions
of how and what we might know, and relate the
problem of definition and representation to the
topic of violence and war - do we find or
impose order?
Porter's Haephestos the smith declares
himself a type of the poet as "ugliest of gods, . . .
the truest maker" (p.20), and considers the "arts
of peace and war". Haephestos renders the
human pride of its resourcefulness and creative
ability as he traces the progress of Western
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technology through a catalogue of inventions
which invariably begin with military application. The catalogue and the classical framework
are revealed as entirely appropriate figures for
considering the arms industry, and those
societies which support their economies (and art
funding) with armaments manufacture.
In Mars, Porter exploits what is almost his
signature of anachronism to "make strange"
images drawn both from contemporary and
classical militarism. Like Auden in "The Shield
of Achilles", Porter offers running parallels
between contemporary politics and the Homeric
legends of war. Porter~s eye for the telling
contemporary detail brings the background
legends into sharp clarity.
The result is curiously like a television miniseries View of contemporary power politics, with
its focus on the glamourous and sexy, the stars.
Here History is the story of lives of the rich and
famous, the elites of the business and military
institutions. Furthermore it is History seen
through the perspective of a voyeuristic media
(or medium) which being neither rich nor
powerful likes to believe itself morally detached
and innocent yet is obsessively titillated by what
it reports. (The voyeuristic lingering over
something which disturbs and arrests is caught
repeatedly in Boyd's cartoons.)
In "Caught in the Net", which revises the netscene from the Odyssey (when Vulcan traps
Venus and Mars at their adulterous play and
brings the gods to watch), Porter calls attention
to the voyeurism in a way which deliberately
implicates his own reader:
A plan is being hatched
at Vulcan Industries. A hired investigator
helps.
Curiously the Chiefs of Staff had blown the
whistle.
They could have kept him busy compiling
memos
on the Panther Pact, but they wanted to see
for themselves
what debauchery in the afternoon is really
like.
Picture the scene. His bleeper-watch is by the
bed;
someone is stationed in the corridor; it is
peach light;
what the two are doing feels so good being
done
you couldn't name an art which touched its
fringe. (p.35)
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The "ugliest of gods ... the truest maker" is set
up to make the set up. The fiction is not
politically innocent, it serves the Chiefs for their
own reasons which do not bear much looking
into.
It is typical of Porter to introduce questions
of the power of representation at the point when
he presses hardest to invoke a physical actuality
which he despairs lies beyond language and his
control. Those who enjoy the "doing" don't
resort to voyeurism, such unsatisfactory
representations are the desperate measure of the
infirm, the old, the hypocritical -like the Chiefs
of Staff, poets and readers. The elision between
figures in the story - the old voyeurs, from both
Homer and today - and the implied figure of
the reader, the elision between historic past and
continuous present, suggests an assumption
basic to Porter's use of anachronism: human
nature is a matter of universal and unchanging
types, history is the seasonal reincarnation of an
ancient drama where character is action.
Such a view of psychology and politics has
become unfashionable, particularly since
investigation into the cultural specificity and
historical rootedness of religions and mythology.
Porter has recounted Les Murray's warning
against transposing the Classical gods from their
geographical and politically specific origins to
Australia (1987, 76). In Mars the gods know
better than to chance their arm against Murray
and his native genii; Porter makes minimal
reference to the Anzac cult with its central
position in Australian identity, no doubt an
absence which some readers will regret.
Porter's narrative framework describes a
closed and fixed if elusive meaning which to me
sits oddly with the overall sceptical, ironic
temperament. Change in time becomes the
prerogative of external forces represented by the
wilful gods and they themselves cannot change.
The tale of human oppression and suffering laid
down in the patterns of mythology is a spectacle
and diversion for the gods above time. The
jubilantly indifferent divine "he", in "He Saith
Among The Trumpets, Ha Ha", exults:
It's human nature anyway
to kill and to be slain of those the battle mangles, some
will have been born again.
Let's toast the gods of film and stage,
sleek Venus and bold Mars:
for once the fault is not in us
but surely in our stars. (p.107)
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Whether or not Porter's mythological frame
is convincing as historiography it does function
successfully as limited metaphor. And it does
usefully remind us how actions are often closely
patterned on cultural stereotypes, and so reveal
how cultural models can interpret human
behaviour sometimes better than more
"scientific" demographic and economic analyses.
Certainly examples abound in contemporary
politics where life imitates soap-art and suggest
such a motivated attempt to "make" history.
Porter's impeached hero, Major Mars,
complains in the fashion of a docu-dramatized
Ollie North: "God damn it! they'd all seen the
movie: they were keen/ to make America fit for
Henry Fonda to live in" (p.46).
A further question remains: if history is the
re-enactment of unchanging rituals dramatised
in Classical Mythology can the poet do anything
more than follow along in the shadow of Homer?
When war is represented to be "natural", with
us always "like the poor" (p.68), and the problem
is the condition itself then satire can be little
more than an inward turning consolation
leading to madness. On the other hand, to
celebrate war and violence, like a Futurist-poet
exclaiming over the beauty of the bombing
pattern, or like the stern nationalist urging blood
and earth for the nation's "moral fibre", is even
more absurd and terrifying. The persona of
"Mars Bar" speaks with such a tone of buttonedup craziness:
Society is unravelling
through lack of wars - our world
has spawned stock like those
unsavoury Euro-slobs
wind-surfing beyond the point.
Meanwhile poems tangle
their fingers in the wind
and say much less than they intend to. (p.86)

The passage, and the many others like it in
Mars, send me back to re-read the poem to
pinpoint the ironic signals, because it must be
ironic? Uncertainty even in the teeth of such
certainty is perhaps the point. The poem
unsettles and compels re-assessment of attitudes
and beliefs. The magisterial disdain and wild
generalisation recall the rhetoric of newspaper
editors and letter writers "concerned" at their
helplessness in the face of a bewildering world
of change.
The ironic register is signalled in the title (as
with many of the poems in Mars), but it is
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emphasised (I think) in the reference to intention
and communication. It is Porter's great recurrent
theme that communication and knowledge are
to be sought but not found except at best
intermittently: the notation of pain is not pain,
and how can something which exists outside
language ever be agreed upon? The clubbable
old veteran, the buffer at the Mars Bar "knows"
reality is straightforward, its meaning is
commonsensical and rock solid and he will hit
you with it if your commonsense disagrees. The
experience dramatised in Porter's poetry is of a
world constantly invoking then evading our
attempts to order it, and better represented by
that anarchic element, the wind, which the
"unsavoury" others tangle with - whether
surfing or writing modern poetry.
If I had to make a final choice, then, for me
Mars is less satisfying formally as poetry than
Porter's other recent works, The Automatic
Oracie, Fast Forward and Collected Poems. But
as Porter's poems reveal, what is final is beyond
our saying, and the reader interested in one of
the most rewarding contemporary poets can
happily choose all.

poetry from the fringes, the creation of new
poetic wealth from the conquered territories of
new worlds.
Robert Gray, however, in his latest volume of
poems, Piano, has returned to the Old World to
revitalise his poetry. The book is, in part, a reevaluation of the idyllic dharmic days of his
imagistic nineteen seventies. The haiku,
although still present is no longer quite the
supreme ideal it once was. Instead, there are
experiments with traditional rhyme, half-rhyme,
assonance and alliteration. There is nothing yet
quite so formal as a sonnet or regular as blank
verse, but, as its title may suggest, this volume
has been written more obviously with an ear to
sound than has previously been the case. This
change is-not only formal. There is evidence that
Gray has re-evaluated the ahistorical perspective
of his old imagistic attitudes. There is a
realisation that there is more to change than a
lamentable, eternal transience.
There are still haiku (" 17 Poems from the
Japanese'') and still dharmic sentiments. "A
Garden Shed", for example, concludes with the
poet describing the circumstance when he began
to understand that

Lawrence Bourke
the less we think we are
the more we can bear; and someone who sees
he is nothing, lightly will bear it all.

Robert Gray, Piano, Angus & Robertson, 1987,
$12.95.
In his column in the Sydney Morning Herald,
Don Anderson recently posed the question:
"Can the rumoured Decline of Poetry have been
provoked by the absence from modern verse of
forms and satisfactions previously available?"
I would suggest, however, that rumours of
such a "decline" are no mere modern
phenomenon. They have been rife since the
Trojans first deplored Homer's prostitution of
the Muse in that well known piece of Greek
propaganda, The [Iliad. This suggests, at any
rate, that it is not simply an absence of "forms"
that generates them. Heather Cam, responding
to Anderson, declared that Australian poetry, at
least, far from being in decline, is alive and well,
and heading in many directions: "towards more
'womanspeak', more Aboriginal and traditional
oral material, more multicultural voices, and
possibly more experimentation with collaboration." Cam thus envisages the revitalisation of
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Despite the poem's sentimental attachment of
these ideas to an experience in his grandfather's
garden shed, there seems little intrinsic
connection between the image of the shed itself
and the lesson of the final lines. One feels that
just about any experience could be made to
produce the same result. Perhaps it is the lesson
itself that has become too trite and a little too
much like the iteration of dogma instead of a
genuine discovery. Similar observations may be
made of "The Shark", a too-neat allegory about
delving into the psyche, discovering the sharklike id that needs to be controlled by dharmic
means. "Plurality", on the other hand, is a more
interesting piece. It reviews the "tranquil early
eighties", but then tires itself out in the thin
atmosphere of Tibet, and the observation that
life is "oneness, always plural".
Overall, however, Piano is not a tired book.
It is a book searching for a way out of this
tiredness. "A Summer Evening", "Nine Bowls of
Water", "Walking Around at Night" and "Black
Landscape" are outstandingly successft:'
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examples of a new type of Gray lyric, when the
sharp, apposite image one has come to expect
is surprisingly varied and enlivened by the
introduction of rhyme and more regular
rhythms. Another, "Harbour Dusk", shows how
Gray has taken a favourite subject of his and
given it a new and completely individual life,
even compared to such successful pieces as "The
Dusk" (from Grass Script) and "Watching the
Harbour" (from The Skylight):
She and I had come wandering there through
an empty park,
and we laid our hands on a stone parapet's
fading life. Before us, across the oily,
aubergine dark
of the harbour, we could make out yachts beneath an overcast sky, that was mauve
underlit,
against a far shore of dark, crumbling bush.
Part of the city, to our left, was fruit shop
bright.
After the summer day, a huge moist hush.
The yachts far across their empty fields of
water.
One, at times, was gently rested like a quill.
They seemed to whisper, slipping amongst
each other;
always hovering as though resolve were ill.
Away off, through the strung Bridge, a sky
of mulberry
and orange chiffon. Mauve-grey, each cloven
saillike nursing sisters, in a deep corridor: some
melancholy;
or nuns, going to an evening confessional.

statement. Formally, too, the poem is slight,
composed of one and two word lines, and one
and two line stanzas. Hence the minor key is set
as the book's dominant mode. The poem gets
its effect musically by the repetition of key words
and phrases in different thematic contexts,
producing an incantory, steam of consciousness
effect:
afternoon
promenade
late
afternoon
closing
a wood gate
paling
yards
promenade

It is interesting to compare this poem to one
of the haiku inspired poems, "Eight Poems After
Kusadao", whose form is superficially similar, in
order to appreciate Gray's movement from
imagistic criteria towards a more musical stance:
two
things
that have
no
memories
fresh

Compared to "Watching by the Harbour", the
melancholy mood is evoked with subtlety.
"Harbour Dusk" does not need to rely on
accumulated metaphors of changefulness and
the assertion of rather outlandish (for Gray)
Jeremial rhythms to spell out its essential
message of transience. Here, the message is the
dying fall and the melancholy mood created by
the pianissimo of the rhythm.
Piano, although perhaps lacking some of the
passion of earlier observations such as "Flames
and Dangling Wire" and "The Meatworks",
takes its mood from the title, and the poem,
"Piano", sets the agenda in other ways.
"Piano" is a short Beckett-like piece of
monologue, written, apparently, from the point
of view of an aging man who contemplates the
passing parade of youth and hence of life. Thus
is set the mood of re-evaluation and
changefulness, but without making a major
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fallen
snow
a
leaping
squirrel

Finally, the piano, of course, can also be
regarded as an instrument, which in itself, is
suggestive of "play". In Piano one strongly gains
the impression that Gray is consciously playing
with technique, playing new variations on old
themes. Perhaps the keynote to the volume can
be found, appropriately, in the poem "After
Writing All Day", which, again, is set by the
harbour, where the poetry, like the light above
the water "is an ornament, not yet crepuscular,/
a baroque, passing into rococo goldenness ".
In contrast to these short lyrics, the volume
ends with a long discursive poem, "Under the
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Summer Leaves". This continues the Wordsworthian "spots of time" motif of "Curriculum
Vitae" that concludes The Skylight. In "Under
Summer Leaves", the N.S.W. North Coast of the
poet's childhood is revisited in the light of a trip
to Japan. The poem ponders the fate of the
district's original black inhabitants at the hands
of the white man, and the impending doom of
the white man in the face of the inevitable
commercial development at the hands of the
Japanese entrepreneurs:
Then I realised how probably the land
I had just walked over was already owned
in some boardroom of Hong Kong or Japan.
And all I'd just seen
became things that lay in a fire
in the moment when they still have their form.

This may seem the simple cri de coeur of ~n
ancient hippy, recalling the dammerung of
Wagner's old Gods and heroes. But it is no
accident, nor a simple racist fear, that it is
oriental commercial imperialism that is
orchestrating this new rape of the countryside.
This poem represents nothing less the poet's
discovery of the actuality of Japan, and a
beginning realisation of the real historical
significance of his beloved haiku and dharmic
philosophy. It is a beginning realisation that the
poetic ideals to which he has aspired, may not
be quite so pure and ideal after all.
This brings me back to my earlier allusion to
Homer. During many periods of Western
culture the Homeric epic was revered as the ideal
poetic form to imitate. It was regarded as the
"standard" from which the modem poetry (of
whatever age) was held to have declined. For
Robert Gray, thus far, the haiku seems to have
constituted a similar role model: an ideal form
embodying the essence of the aspirations of
impersonality and objectivity, and many other
virtues that became central to the aspirations of
Gray, and Western Modernism in general.
But from an historical perspective, just as The
flliad can be looked upon as Greek propaganda,
the haiku can be regarded as the expression of
privilege, by the unburdened elite of the
Japanese ruling classes. Grey seems to have
realised this implication explicitly after a
discussion with a Japanese Professor:
A professor .said to me, The things you
admire
of the past (Ryokan's poems, restraint, rock
gardens)
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only belonged to an elite; it was they
who listened to bamboo, and the eaves
dripping,
who viewed the moon, and wrote
poems for each other; they who could wander
from temple to temple, or stay in some grass
hut
on their own. Ordinary people in those times
weren't even allowed a family name ...

The poet has thus discovered at its source the
historicity of the imagistic perception and
tradition. It is, therefore, little wonder, from this
general feeling of disillusion with things
Japanese, that Gray has returned to some of the
more traditional Western poetic forms and
devices. At the same time, he has escaped the
ahistorical perspective of Modernism, and in
"Under Summer Leaves", has offered a very
pertinent piece of contemporary historical
criticism. The poem displays a much greater
awareness of the complexity of actual issues that
affect "progress" and "development" than was
displayed in earlier poems that deplored the
destructive side of civilization. Old sentiments
have thus found a wider perspective.
Overall, Piano is a very positive development
in terms of both form and content in the poetry
of Robert Gray. If the mood is pianissimo, it is
not sentimentally so. It is the quiet exploration
of newer, more complex territories.
Alan Urquhart

Childhood and Society in Western Australia,
ed. Penelope Hetherington, University of
Western Australia Press, 1988, $22.50.
This book starts with some vivid and
horrifying tales of child abuse in the 1890s, taken
from the records ofthe Supreme Court ofW.A.,
and ends with a censorious paragraph criticising
the Lady Gowrie Child Centre for attempting
to instil middle-class values in working-class
children. Thus, the flrst and last pages
(disregarding, for the moment, the editor's
Introduction) are a good indication of the
book's strengths and weaknesses. Strengths much little-known historical material made
available, generally in interesting and lively
form; weaknesses a curious lack of
perspective or awareness of how the discovered
facts relate to the present or, for that matter, to
each other, which at times suggests the piece is
still locked into its original framework of
academic essay or thesis; there is also on
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occasion a tendency toward jargon and
concomitant anachronistic attitudes.
The book's cover gives a hint of its basic
dilemma. The title, in firm no-nonsense script,
is accompanied by a pair of children drawn by
the editor's 7-year old grand-daughter. The book
clearly has an identity problem. Endearing child
art on the outside, extensive footnotes on the
inside. Who is the intended reader? It is too
scholarly for the general market, at the same
time seems too informal for an academic text.
Apart from the reluctance to give details about
the thirteen women contributors, there are, even
at a cursory glance, instances of careless editing
that cause uneasiness about possible slips
elsewhere, not so immediately recognisable. For
example, Randolph Stow's novel The Suburbs
of Hell is repeatedly referred to as The Suburb
of Hell and the running head in the middle of
Carolyn Polizzotto's contribution reads 'Phyllis
Garrick.' Even the quote accompanying the
photograph on page 75 is only partially
appropriate, as the relative paragraph refers to
girls in white aprons and makes much of them
having to play wearing hats. (No hat in sight, and
only a few aprons).
Having dispersed with such minor irritations,
the way is clear to explore the individual essays,
which range from the stylish and lively to the
impersonally informative.
The stated aim of the book is to investigate
an area neglected by traditional research: Male
adults had been seen as the major actors in the
historical drama 'moving about apparently
unencumbered by women and children.' This
meant that well over half the popUlation had
been traditionally ignored, and almost nothing
was known about how children's daily lives had
been shaped by their environment and by the
decisions of adults.
The essays are organised in three groups: The
Reconstruction of Childhood; School and
Neighbourhood; Philanthropy Ideology and
State. This grouping, despite much inevitable
overlapping, allows an emphasis on the dual
perspective of the children's experience and the
social forces that moulded their lives.
At their best they go far beyond the
boundaries of their chosen topic. Thus, for
example, Mabel Creelman's Chapter 9, 'A
surrogate Parent Approach to Child Emigration: the First Kingsley Fairbridge Farm School,
1912-1924' while, indeed introducing the concept
of 'cottage mothering'is, in fact, more impressive
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as an excellent and interesting short history of
the Fairbridges and their school. Likewise,
Jennie Carter and Jenny Gregory in their
complementary studies, one of a working class
suburb (Bassendean), the other middle-class
(Nedlands) combine personal recollection with
a chronicling of local history and achieving,
along the way, a quality of freshness and
immediacy. (Only the footnotes break out in
academic absurdities. On checking why some of
the 'informants' wished to remain anonymous,
one finds that they volunteered such startling
information as 'Church was one of the greatest
things in Nedlands', or reveal the fact that the
Methodist Boys' Badminton Club met on weeknights, or provided details about the number of
prayer meetings attended by Anglican children.)
No such reservations hampered Jessie Viner's
reminiscences of a 'Childhood on the Peel.' A
brief introduction by Carolyn Polizzotto
provides a suitable perspective, drawing
attention to the incongruity of an idyllic
childhood being possible in the midst of severe
hardship experienced by the adults in the Group
Settlement Scheme on the Peel Inlet in the 1920s.
The reminiscences themselves embody the
quintessential myth of the Australian battler
without ever turning to cliche, as in the episode
of the impromptu church service with the
congregation sitting on chaff bags and rats
running around in the shadows. (The last service
Jessie's mother had attended had been at
Westminster Abbey.) Or, the lack of doctors
forcing them into terrible home-cures, with dogs
being used to lick infected human sores.
But while the personal element is the most
immediately engaging aspect, there are other
memorable contributions.
Noelene Reeves graphically reconstructs from
available records the daily reality of schooling
in Western Australia circa 1896. Punishments
were well documented, games not. Concern with
overcrowding, discomfort and insanitary
plumbing far outweighs information about the
curriculum, which was severely limited in scope.
'The cleaning of slates with sleeves also used as
handkerchiefs was one of the reasons given for
preferring paper and pencil and for recommending the discontinuation of the use of slates in
schools' and the virulent and fatal nature of
childhood illness meant that children were no
strangers to the death of a classmate.
One of the most impressive contributions is
Moira Fitzpatrick's essay on the Mental
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Deficiency Bill in Western Australia, 1929,
entitled 'Preventing the Unfit from Breeding.'
This thorough and lucid expose, while
maintaining the stance of detachment suggested
in the claim that 'this essay will examine the
background to the introduction of this bill and
the reasons for its defeat in the legislature in 1929'
is deadly in its coolly ironic condemnation of the
attitudes uncovered. All the benighted
arguments about Eugenics, compulsory
sterilisation and segregation, are skilfully put
into perspective by quoting Arthur Lovekin,
whose concern that the better classes were not
breeding enough and the lowest orders breeding
too much was poetically stated thus: 'we are not
perpetuating our species from the ripe fruits
which is to be found in the uppermost parts of
the tree, but from the weeds which grow apace
at the bottom.'
It is good to see that the general mix of the
book is enriched by at least one essay drawing
its material from imaginative literature. Veronica
Brady, in 'The Struggle against Forgetfulness'
examines the theme of childhood in the novels
of Randolph Stow. 'The literary text,' she writes,
'offers access to what is otherwise inaccessible,
but vital, to the historian - the lost, potent
disorder of the forces of childhood experience . . . The language of the historian is the
language of alienation, precise, universal and
technical: literature attempts to recharge the
language, to fill it anew with existential content.
It does this by means of the symbol, the language
of experience.' She goes on to demonstrate how
the work of Randolph Stow is particularly
valuable in this context, and provides a powerful
argument for the recognition of the enormous
importance of reading imaginative literature in
harness with historical material to gain a deeper
understanding of both.
A better acquaintance with literary texts
might well repair some of the havoc wrought by
the professional jargon of some of the newer
disciplines. For example, Patricia Baines'
material about Nyungar childhood experiences
whilst interesting, is marred by linguistic
clumsiness in trying to force a blend of
aboriginal concepts and jargon as in 'Nyungar
childhood as remembered experience is, then,
the invocation of ties, not to the past in a general
sense, but to those particular others who, from
the space of intimacy, gave life meaning and
shape. For the past as artefact of recollection is
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always mediated through a series of
relationships '.
Both Phyllis Garrick's piece on Children of
the Poor and Patricia Crawford's work on the
Lady Gowrie Centre display an odd lack of
perspective. Garrick's example of child abuse,
complete with family attitudes to violence and
incest (drawn from 1829-1880) are strikingly
similar to our own contemporary experience, yet
there seems to be no awareness of this, and they
are treated as something peculiar to another age.
Crawford, on the other hand, concentrating on
the conflicts and incongruities of attitudes
between the staff at the Lady Gowrie centres and
their largely working-class clientele does so
throughout with an accusatory undertone. She
resolutely disregards the fact that community
attitudes half a century ago were so different
from our own era that a more appropriate
response might have been that of an
anthropologist dispassionately investigating an
alien culture. Seeing the conflict primarily as a
problem of class, i.e. working-class children
stunted by a middle-class system seems to
obscure the more basic concern of children being
stunted by adults.
Such minor flaws do not detract from the
enormous interest of all these essays, and the
book opens up new insights, charts some
relatively unknown territory and points to areas
awaiting further research in a rich and rewarding
field.
Margot Luke

Dorothy Johnson, Maralinga, My Love: A
Novel, McPhee Gribble/Penguin Books, 1988,
$12.99.
In October 1957, a massive atomic test, the last
in a series, was undertaken by the British
Government at Maralinga in South Australia.
The following day the Canberra Times reported
that a cloud of radioactive dust would travel
several times around the world before dispersing.
This and other press reports at the time seemed
to be at pains to minimise public fear over the
tests, describing damage no more serious than
some singed hairs on the legs of a serviceman
standing several miles away from the blast
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(Canberra Times 10 October 1957, p.l). For
many years the Australian public was not
informed about the purposes or the effects of the
tests and to this day the aim of some of them
has not been revealed.
The secretive, confused world of the British
atomic tests in Australia in the late 1950s is the
setting for Dorothy Johnston's new novel,
Maraiinga, My Love. The book's prefatory note
tells us that for the entire decade between 1953
and 1963 the British tested weapons in remote
parts of Australia, exploding bombs ranging
from one kiloton to twenty-five kilotons (the
largest being bigger than the Hiroshima bomb),
above the ground in one of the driest, dustiest
places on earth.
Echoing the title of Alain Resnais' and
Marguerite Duras' 1959 film, Hiroshima, Mon
Amour, Maraiinga, My Love is a curious novel
which explores the problematic and destructive
relationships among men and women and their
post-war world. (And it too might make an
evocative and disturbing film.) On a first
reading, it seems a sparse, understated novel, a
series of somewhat disconnected scenes which
accumulate to form an incomplete picture of the
events surrounding the biggest tests in 1956-7.
The effect is at times slightly confusing for the
reader as the narrative slips across characters
and events which never quite add up in Realist
terms. But this is in fact a superbly effective
method of portraying the acute passivity and
confusion which seems to have afflicted
Australian society at this time. And the text's
apparent bareness and use of non sequitor reveal
a richness and complexity which are at once
aesthetically satisfying and politically
stimulating.
The novel is centred around Graham
Falconer, a young Australian soldier sent to
work on the test site, and explores his gradual
discovery of the meanings of the tests for his
country and for himself. The tests had some
disastrous effects upon the land and its
inhabitants and these are revealed in the course
of the novel: the outback is penetrated by white
men more quickly than it would otherwise have
been and this leads to disease and destruction
for many aboriginal people and their
environment. In tum, many of the whites who
invade the interior will die from cancer and other
radiation-linked diseases. Some, like Graham
and his boss, the scientist Charlie Hamilton, try
to contain the excesses of the tests and to clear
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up afterwards only to realise that they have been
unwitting collaborators.
Graham works at Maralinga in 1956-7 and
most of the narrative is located there, amongst
the men preparing the sites for the tests and
monitoring them afterwards. Other sections of
the book deal with Graham's later education as
a scientist, his journey to England and his
complex and diffident relationships with other
men, his wife, Deborah, and his family. He
uncovers shocking evidence of the secret use of
cobalt 60 and plutonium in the bombs, much of
which was simply left, contaminating the land;
shrouded in secrecy by the British and Menzies'
minions, whose refusal to admit the precise
nature of the tests makes it necessary to deny
their dangerous effects as well.
What is particularly striking in all of this is
the book's portrayal of the passive behaviour of
the Australians involved. The men on the test
sites, for example, leave their wives behind in
drab 1950s suburbs to spend months with their
secret mistress, the land, preparing it for a series
of events which they don't understand and which
will spectacularly destroy it. A strange love,
indeed. And, in learning to stop worrying and
love the forces that oppress them, the men in the
novel achieve a masochistic kind of ecstasy.
Graham realises, for example, that he can never
explain 'what it meant to be standing beside
Charlie Hamilton as the bomb went off, giving
himself up to something that was beautiful and
dangerous beyond words, or any human
likeness.' (p.63)
Complex patterns of masculine desire to
submit to authoratitive (father) figures knowledgeable scientists, Menzies, England, the
bomb itself - and to dominate or destroy
symbols of the feminine - notably the land are subtly and at times painfully explored as the
mel} gently blunder from a state of innocence to
an understanding of what they have allowed to
happen to their country and to themselves.
Those most affected by this struggle were, of
course, the aboriginal people in the outback, and
the novel tells of the secrecy, indifference and
sheer incompetence which prevented the
authorities from taking adequate steps to protect
them from contamination. A scene in which
Graham and his co-workers attempt to decontaminate an aboriginal family (who cannot
speak English) is a masterpiece of the grimmest
kind of farce (pp.j77-83).
There is also a wonderfully dry, ironic
III

invocation of pastoral near the beginning of the
book as the men build a tower for the bomb in
the desert heat:
The tower was like a living thing. It was partly
that, in the absence of trees, crows and galahs
perched on its steel webbing. Rabbits
crouched in burrows at its four feet. Given
that the country, the ground itself, was so
dried out and lifeless, there was a surprising
number of birds.

This is followed by one of the book's rare
descriptions of some actual effects of the blast:

is a book to read many times for its thoughtful
exploration of the complex connections between
psychoanalysis and politics in modern
Australian history, for its tightly controlled anger
and for its superbly understated style.
Trudi Tate

Peter Kocan, Flies of a Summer, Angus &
Robertson, 1988, $17.95.

Later, when there was nothing left of the
tower, Graham saw hundreds of [birds] dead,
burnt or tom apart, and rabbits who'd
survived the blast hopping around with their
jaws eaten away ... (p.6)

Immediately after this test, the men go slightly
mad with relief, excitement and a sense of guilt
(pp. 61-3). The rest of the book is an exploration
of precisely what has occurred in the blast and
what it means to be involved - however
indirectly - in such an act. And as Australia
emerges from the Menzies years of spurious
certainties and finds itself in the messy, confusing
period of the Vietnam war and beyond, it begins
to confront the notion of responsibility for its
own actions, and to mourn those who have been
sacrificed to a series of unreliable symbolic
fathers. As Deborah gradually drags herself out
of a dependent, child-like role of 1950s housewife
to attend university and learn something about
feminism, so Graham educates himself to
confront his own actions and those of his male
mentors. It is a painful process which nearly
drives them apart, and the book ends with
Graham's return to Maralinga to continue his
investigations and to mourn his friend Foley,
dead from radiation-induced cancer.
Here, he writes a new kind of text on the land's
surface. Whereas during the tests he was
required to map out a huge square grid and
measure areas of radiation, unwittingly
contributing to fictions about safety (as much of
the worst radiation fell beyond the grid area and
therefore did not officially exist), now he draws
a modest circle in the sand and enacts a brief,
helpless ceremony there in memory of his friend.
Maralinga, My Love raises difficult and
timely questions about the relationships between
power and gender identity and their effects upon
individuals, their society and their landscape. It
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Ken Methold's satirically entertaining
outburst at the 1989 Sydney Writers and
Readers Festival seems to have set a thylacine
among the Australian literary rosellas. Claiming
to be in possession of a telepathic letter from a
correspondent in Mt Isa, Methold took to task
the Australian Literature Board and the inner
circle of the Sydney writing establishment.
Using arguments that are about as extinct as
Australia's marsupial pseudo-tiger, Methold's
"correspondent" fulminated against the selfcongratulatory closed coteries of Balmain
writers and critics, and the second-rate nature
of Australian writing that is "not even published
overseas". At these observations, even the
usually good-natured and scrupulously-urbane
Don Anderson, for example, flew into the air as
aflutter and irate as Bill Collins defending a
particularly awful movie, demanding that
Methold name names, and "put up or shut up".
There is a suspicion that Methold may have
touched a few raw nerves.
It is, nevertheless, disturbing to have such
mythic concepts as "second-rateness" and the
criterion of "greatness" as something that is
found only "overseas" (Baffin Island, perhaps?)
resurfacing, as if overseas literary circles were
somehow more "objective" and less selfinterested than Australia's own.
This brings me to the discussion of a book that
must surely be un-great. To my knowledge, Peter
Kocan's Flies of a Summer has yet to be
published, or even have its existence
acknowledged, on Baffin Island. Is it thus
"second rate"? Perhaps. But it may be more
useful to observe that Flies of a Summer fails
to identify its target audience, falling between
generic stools, and could do with further
research and development.
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Initially, one has the impression that Flies of
a Summer is meant to be a fantasy novel,
although still haunted by Kocan's prison
experiences. Here, however, the prisoners are
neither "criminals" nor "lunatics", but
generations of children bred by ambitious but
dunderheaded Margai explicitly for the service
of powerful and mysterious Gorgai. These
Margai, although resembling the brutal screws
in The Treatment and The Cure, derive their
literary heritage from science fiction, or from
more traditional fantasy figures, such as
Tolkien's goblins, the bickering Uruk-hai. The
Gorgai, apparent prime-movers of the system
instituted in Kocan's primitive future world, also
have a fantastic heritage: they live in distant
mountains, like the Wicked Witch of the West,
or Sauron of Mordor.
Yet as inhabitants of a fantasy world, the
symbolic function of these creatures as agents of
evil, or some such, is ambiguous. They often
appear to be thoughtless, rather than malicious,
towards the children in their charge, and pitifully
dumb, rather than cruel. This is especially true
of the Margai:
[Flat Nose] does not know how to build a
proper Margai hall. He's just going by his
recollection of how the old one looked and
so keeps giving us the wrong orders. . .
Normally Flat Nose would be irritated to the
point of slaughtering half of us, but now he
seems sulky and remote and hardly seems to
care what we do so long as we're busy ...

The Margai, however, seem too preoccupied
slaughtering each other for the narrator's fear to
carry any real weight. They would thus appear
to represent the imposition of indifferent power
upon humanity. But the meaning, source and
result of this exertion of power remains
annoyingly vague, both symbolically and in
terms of the book's created world. Nor, in the
end, is it made to seem particularly terrifying.
Indeed, in some ways, these Margai have
created, as if by accident, a literal state of ideal
innocence for their child prisoners to live in. But
despite this blurring, the Margai are not
individualised enough to function in a realistic
instead of a symbolic mode. They are never
"people", in the sense of possessing a Forsterian
"roundness". Even regarded as "flat" characters,
they are, in the main, minimally sketched
stereotypes.
The same observation may be made of most
of the children, the "Flies of a Summer" referred
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to in the title. Perhaps the most interesting part
of Kocan's novel is his attempt to render these
children as innocent of good and evil, and,
especially, of time. They have no history and
only the vaguest concept of their future. All they
know is that they live to mate and then to be
sent into slavery. This, perhaps, is intended to
function as a sort of broadly sketched allegory
for ta condition humaine. There are, of course,
important exceptions to this general rule - the
rebels who generate the tale. The most
important is Rowan, the born leader, who
functions as a sort of heroic Christ figure. It is
Rowan's adventurous spirit that leads the
narrator upon an expedition which results in
meeting the "Grown Up Man". This Man,
apparently some remnant of a previous
civilisation (perhaps our own), reveals to the
narrator a glimpse of the past, and hence the
future, which in this world, innocent of history,
is like knowledge of Good and Evil.
The mysterious Grown Up Man is thus the
catalyst who provides the knowledge which
finally distinguishes this season's "flies" from all
the other generations. Yet with this character, too,
Kocan is caught between the fantastic and the
realistic mode. On the one hand, in the fantasy
mode, he functions like Merlin, some extratemporal Dr Who, a prophet from the past; on
the other hand, in the realistic mode, he is
presented as a degenerate hermit with an alcohol
problem. Perhaps he is intended to function as
an ideal symbol of human weakness. But if so,
he is neither ideal nor human enough to be
convincing. Again, his epithet, the "Grown Up
Man", as well as many of the other proper
names, may lead us to believe we are in a world
of juvenile fantasy. Indeed references to
"booguls" - Kocan's bogey-men - tempts us
to regard the book purely as a piece of children's
fiction. Yet this mode, also, is belied by some of
the language and explicit sexuality, which would
seem outside the generally accepted conventions
of such writing.
Despite these reservations, Flies ofa Summer
is still a good read, as we, with the narrator, seek
a sense of the past for an idea of the future,
beyond the idyllic, timeless life of the children
in the village. Emotionally, the book is about the
coming to terms with the termination of this
paradise as the children are brought to the stage
of breeding (there are echoes here of the Fall of
Adam and Eve, but the event is regarded as
fulfilling) and slavery (too vague to be
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particularly dreaded). The final rebellion led by
Rowan, and supported by the narrator, is
against this sense of time, this loss of temporal
innocence. The apparent success of the rebellion
certainly leaves the reader in a fantasy world, but
again, with a sense of dissatisfaction. The ending
is imposed, rather than resolved, by Rowan's
Christ-like self-sacrifice, while none of the issues
are truly clarified. Expelled from the paradise,
which, ironically, has been imposed by the cruel
Margai, saved from slavery by the heroic Rowan,
we wonder: Who will lead the children now? The
wise Narrator? The sometimes-mean Lon? The
Earth-Mother figure, Rada? The book ends
where Golding's Lord of the Flies begins: a
group of isolated children left to set up their own
power structures.
There are no answers to these haunting
questions. Perhaps there is a sequel in the
pipeline. But it is difficult to envisage a
resolution to a world where bondage begets
innocence, and where it is never made clear, or
scarcely even hinted at, what may lie beyond in
a world of freedom and experience. Flies of a
Summer is good enough to raise expectations of
interesting answers to such questions. Therefore
it is good enough to create disappointment when
they do not appear.
Should Flies of a Summer thus be dismissed
as yet another example of "second rate"
Australian writing? This would be both
irrelevant and unhelpful. Like much modem
Australian writing, Flies of a Summer displays
talent, energy and imagination, yet also leaves
you wishing that a little more had been done.
Notwithstanding these criticisms, there are
two positive points I would like to make about
Flies of a Summer. Firstly, the book is well and
simply written, with none of the pretentiousness
that characterises many fantasy novels. Yet it is
the unobtrusive, the child-like innocence of the
writing (befitting the narrator) that probably
ultimately limits the book's perspective in terms
of analysis. At the same time, such a mode
expresses the simple human values of the
children and the primitive ambitions of the
Margai. The story-line, too, is well constructed
and gripping. But it is far too short to satisfy the
imagination.
The second point I would like to make in
defence of Flies of a Summer relates to the way
it confronts some basic human values and
experiences directly without the distraction of
local colour and circumstantial detail. It is good
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to read an Australian novel that is not being
provincially "Australian". This is one of the
advantages of using the fantasy mode. I admire
the largeness of Peter Kocan's ambition. Kocan
has taken a step toward writing on a bigger page.
It is simply that more needs to happen to fill that
page satisfactorily.
Alan Urquhart
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